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Synergy wins senior vote 
Unique wins SGA contest; highest voter turnout ever 
. . _ The Ithacan/Scott McDermott 
Joe Gutlerrez,and Evonne Brent celebrate their victory after senior class results were announced. 
· · · :·. · the support of the students. Now we with our_ ideas.·" _ I . 
· By Bryan· Chambala 
Ithacan Staff n_eed the same support next year." Bourke said that monitoring the 
Stimulating change will be the SGA budget and preventing a bud-
main concern of Unique in the com- get shortage would be his main con-
ing year. "Crunch time·is on," Sass cern. 
Unique and Synergy were win-
ners in yesterday's student govern-
ment executive board and senior 
class elections. 
At IOpercentofthestudentbody, 
the turnout for the Student Govern-
ment Association election was the 
largest in school history despite the 
one-party race. Uniquereceived419 
of 495 votes. 
"The turnout says something 
about the attitude of the students," 
saidRashaand Sass' 97, SGA presi-
dent elect. "It shows that we have 
said. "It is a time for change at In addition to daily SGA activi-
lthaca College." ties, Unique is concerned with ere-
Other members of the newly ating an environment that will en-
elected SGA executive board share courage student invo!vement with 
Sa,;s' optimism concerning the pos- SGA. 
sibility of progress in the following "Our first idea is to have a stu-
year. dent forum," Sass said. "Basically, 
"We wanted to go all out to get we want to be aware of people's 
that vote of confidence from the concerns and how we can better 
students," said Jeff Bourke '97, vice serve the community." 
president elect of business and fi- The Synergy party, led by presi- . 
nance. "Now we need to follow up See SGA RESULTS, next page 
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Walk-in robber 
hits residence halls 
Thief took advantage of unlocked doors 
By Robert White 
Ithacan Staff · 
A series of robberies took 
place on the Ithaca College cam-
pus Friday, April 12, resulting 
in the apparent theft of $400 in 
cash, prescription medication 
and credit cards from students' 
donnitories. 
The robberies, which oc-
curred between 3 p.m. and 6 
p.m., took place in at least five 
rooms in the East Tower, the 
Terraces and Clarke Hall. 
Campus Safety reported that 
a suspicious individual wa.,; seen 
around the areas of the robber-
ies when they occurred. The in-
dividual had entered rooms with 
open doors that he believed to 
be unoccupied. When he was 
met by the residents oft he rooms, 
he explained that he had made a 
mistake and was looking for 
someone else, according to a 
report posted across campus ear-
lier this week. 
Campus Safety officers are 
looking for a person who meets 
the following description: black 
male, approximately 40 years 
old, between ti ve feet four inches 
and five feet six inches. The 
man had short black hair, an 
average build and was wearing 
a gray hat and black trench coat. 
RobertHolt,directorofCam-
pus Safety, reported that five 
additional reports have been 
filed since the alert was posted. 
Composite by Campus Safety 
Police are looking for this 
man suspected of robbery. 
"Two people saw the sus-
pect in residential hallways, two 
others reported that they were 
robbed and one other student 
reported being in his room when 
the suspect opened the door to 
the room," Holt said. 
Holt said that Campus Safety 
believes that all of the thefts 
and sightings are related. "We 
have been working with the wit-
nesses from the residence halls 
and have put together a com-
posite of the suspected perpe-
trator." 
In relation to these incidents. 
Campus Safety is stressing stu-
dent security. Holt emphasized 
that the suspect only stole from 
rooms that were open and unoc-
cupied and that the incidents 
See ROBBERIES, next page 
President responds to 
caucus tenure plan 
Hampton champions unity 
Feminist Caucus 
proposal sought to 
increase diversity 
By Klriko Nishiyama 
Ithacan Staff 
Ithaca College President 
James J. Whalen wrote a letter 
las~ week in response to the 
Feminist Caucus proposal for a 
more flexible tenure system. 
Whalen asserted that the admin-
istration has demonstrated a 
commitment to faculty diver-
sity through its hiring process, 
·retirement plan and the recent 
tenure decisions. . 
The Ithaca College Feminist 
Caucus, a group of Ithaca Col-
lege feminist faculty members, 
directedconcrete suggestions to 
President Whalen· in March for 
improving the tenure system 
· during dow_nsizing •o 
accomodatediversity. The let-
ter included 52 signatures of 
support from faculty members. 
Zillah Eisenstein, professor 
of politics, said many of the 
faculty were disappointed at 
Whalen's sparse reaction to 
their alternative plan. 
The proposal suggested that 
in any department or program 
that does not con~ist of 50 per-
cent white women and/or 
people of color, the tenure cap 
cannot be applied. The case 
should be reversed for white 
males in departments that are 
predominantly female, the let-
ter states. 
When professors are ap-
proved by their department as 
deservfog of tenure, they would 
have the right to remain ar the 
College until a tenure position 
became available, the letter 
says. . 
See CAUCUS, next page 
By iylary Wilson 
Ithacan Staff 
Last night, Judith Hampton, 
Ithaca College Woodrow Wilson 
Fellow, told students, faculty and 
staff she wanted them to walk out of 
Emerson Suites as different people. 
Hampton, a civil rights leader 
who became president of Judi 
Hampton Public Relations Inc., 
spoke briefly about the·civil rights 
movement followed by an open dis-
cussion among audience members. 
Hampton focused on her 1964 
experience in Mississippi with the 
voting movement, reminding 
people to exercise voting rights. 
"Mississippi was about your 
basic right to vote," Hampton said. 
"In this [period of time], people 
were not allowed to register and 
vote, something that we·aJJ proudly 
take for granted. And some of us in 
this room might not even vote, but 
have the right to do so. People were 
not allowed that basic right And 
when you think about that,' that's a 
rather heavy thought in this coun-
try, for someone to prevent you 
The Ithacan / Laura Gardner 
Civil rights leader Judith Hampton speaks with guests after her 
speech, encouraging voting and persistence In pursuing diversity. 
from voting .. .it' s what this country 
was built on." 
Hampton said the College com-
munity has a mission to improve 
diversity."You are in a very unique 
position to do some different things . 
here; to be diverse in a way that 
probably no other institution has 
been; to melt with the community 
that surrounds y('lu," Hampton said. 
"You are already doing some of 
these things and I applaud you, but 
you can do more as well and you 
can make it a really critical part of 
what this institution is about." 
See ~AMPTOt,I, next page 
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HAMPTON 
continued from previous page 
Matt Harawitz '97 said, "I like 
the fact that she opened it up to a 
panel discussion, and it was a very 
broad range of topics to cover in 
such a short amount of time. But I 
think that coming in, I was expect-
ing a more in-depth discussion, 
whereas she touched on more sub-
jects and it was quite brief on each 
subject." 
One student asked how students 
at Ithaca College can get what they 
want without becoming violent, as 
students at other institutions have. 
Hampton said, "Make propos-
als, sit down, work it out, talk it out. 
I've found that persistence is some-
thing I've learned in the movement 
and I still use it-persistence in 
terms of getting a result that I want 
to get." 
Elizabeth Caba '99 said, "I didn't 
learn anything from the speaker. I 
think she avoided every question 
that was asked.and basically I guess 
it comes to the administration, who 
wanted someone who wasn't going 
to challenge any thought and did 
not allow for herself to be chal-
lenged when asked questions." 
Julie Krug '97 disagreed, say-
ing, "I thought she was very articu-
late, and I really liked how she 
emphasized that it was pretty much 
up to students for activism and to 
make the changes in society. I think 
ROBBERIES 
continued from previous page 
could have been avoided if the vic-
tims had locked their doors. 
"Students often leave their rooms 
without locking them, and they 
should curb this habit to prevent 
being easy targets," he said. 
The investigation into the theft<; 
she was very enco1.1raging." 
Many audience members asked 
Hampton about diversity. Hamp-
ton said, "Have we had enough? 
No, there's always more to do." 
Mollie Dusinberre '97 said, "I 
think that she made a very impor-
tant and crucial point that the civil 
rights movement is something that 
all Americans should claim as their 
own history in regards to their race, 
basically because it is American 
history." 
Hampton said she wants students 
to bring together their strengths to 
form great leadership. 
"I've been here a couple of days; 
there is leadership here amongst 
you, and you need to look at the 
leadership and pull that leadership 
together because each one of the 
groups has the right to be heard on 
the issues," Hampton said. 
Michelle Fraser '96 said, "What 
she was ba,;ically doing was em-
powering the students .. .letting them 
know that the power to change their 
institutions, and the power to change 
the situations and conditions that 
we Jive under, rests in our hands. 
"I think it was great because she 
was in a struggle that helped change 
the nation," Fraseradded. "You look 
at her and wonder why students 
can't do the same and help change 
Ithaca College." 
is continuing. Reports continue to 
come into Campus Safety, but no 
arrests have been made so far in 
relation to the case, Holt said. 
Anyone with information related 
to the robberies is a<;ked to call 
Public Safety at 274-3333. 
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SUN TANNING STUDIO 
WOLFF TANNING BEDS 
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609 W. Clinton St. 
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12 Minute Tanning Bed For A $1.00 Per Minute 
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Start your summer tan now! 
Single facial bed 
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S Sessions for $25.00 
Hair Design and 
Tanning Salon 
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SGA.RESULTS · 
continued from previous page 
demelectJoeGutierrez, wonaclose · 
senior class election by 59 votes. 
"Our first order of action will be 
to establish a cabinet," he said. 
"We look forward to next year," 
Gutierrez said . .. We hope that ev-
eryone will help us out. 1be parties 
that lost this year have some good 
ideas t9 contribute." 
Other members of Synergy are 
optimistic in their outlook. "I'm 
ecstatic about next year." said 
Evonne Brent, senior class vice 
president elect. 
lnfiniti and Combustible both 
received I 04 votes in the election. 
Twenty-one votes were deducted 
from Combustible due to campaign 
violations. The loss of these votes 
did not affect the outcome of the 
election. 
CAUCUS 
continued from previous page 
"Our vision of restructuring the 
College demands a visible and ag-
gressive commitment to a diversity 
which is racially, sexually, eco-
nomically ,ethnically ,culturally and 
intellectually plural,"the letter says. 
According to the letter, these 
points addressed by the caucus are 
based on the recent elimination of 
seven more faculty positions. All of 
them were tenure eligible and will 
have been let go by the end of May 
due to downsizing, including the 
last-female faculty members in the 
history and economics departments. 
The Feminist Caucus writes, 
"We clearly recognize and applaud 
merit as the first determinant of 
tenure eligibility. Therefore 'insti-
tutional policy' that mandates a 75 
percent cap should be reconfigured 
for individuals who bring diversity 
to a particular department." 
Merit is determined by records 
of scholarship, teaching, profes- . 
sional activity and service that are 
used as criteria for the administra-
tion to select tenure candidates. 
After discussing the need to cre-
ate innovative courses, curricula, 
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AND THE WINNERS ARE ... 
Student Government Executive Board - Unique Party 
President: Rashaand Sass '97 
VP of Bualnen and Finance: Jeff Bourke '97 
VP of Academics: Yesenia Rivera '97 . 
VP_ of campus Affairs: Scott Wexler '97 . 
VP of Communications: Catherine Henry '98 
Senior Class - Synergy 
President: Joe Gutierrez 
Treasurer: Wayd Emma 
Vice President: Evonne Brent 
Secretary: Anne Longin 
"[Combustible], along with 
Infiniti, posted signs on the win-
dows of the Gardens, which is a 
violation of campaign policy," said 
Sarah Hylton, chair of the election 
committee. 
"Also, there was an incident 
programs and new ideas for the 
21st century in order to increase the 
community' sdiversity, the proposal 
concludes, "If these concerns are 
not addressed, it is Ithaca College 
as an institution that will in the end 
suffer." 
In his letter, Whalen did not re-
ply to the specific suggestions in 
his response to the caucus. "[Merit] 
will continue to be the primary de-
terminant of tenure eligibility, al-
though institutional need will be 
considered in all cases," Whalen 
writes in his letter. 
"I continue to be committed to 
making sure that only faculty who 
have demonstrated merit and are 
needed will be tenured," he writes. 
Associate Professor of Socio!· 
ogy Elaine Leeder said, "I under-
stand where they are coming from 
in terms of institutional need. bu-, 
they are losing sight of the overall 
picture." , 
She said she thinks the adminisr 
tration does not follow affirmative 
action guidelines because they fail 
to make exceptions to keep teach-
ing positions for minority and fe-
male faculty members. 
"They don'.t understand that af-
finnative action does not stop once 
where [Combustible) didn't hand 
in their receipts, another campaign 
violation," she added. 
The anonymous write-in party 
received 25 votes in the election. 
Mickey Mouse and George Clooney 
received one vote each. 
they get the people here. That isn't 
the case," Leeder said. 
In his letter Whalen mentioned 
that the administration ha<; made 
exceptions to the tenure cap, al-
though it is not a common practice. 
He also remarked on the increase in 
the number of women faculty over 
years. 
Leeder said she wm; disappointed 
by Whalen's lack of response to the 
caucus' proposal. As a member of 
the caucus, she said she thinks the 
proposal to Whalen was clearly 
stated. "It was well reasoned, well 
argued and fair. It wasn't making 
outrageous demands," Leeder said. 
Sandra Herndon, profes~or of 
corporate communication and chair 
of the graduate program, said, 
"[Whalen l failed to address the main 
issue in the proposal.' 
"We are arguing that diversity 
should be a criteria for an institu-
tional need and tenure decisions," 
she continued. "Our proposal costs 
the College nothing, and it's a great 
chance for them to show that the 
College is truly committed to diver-
sity of faculty." 
Herndon said the Feminist Cau-
cus is still deciding what their next 
step will be. 
Briefly 
CORRECTIONS 
In last week's Ithacan the 
following corrections were 
reported. 
• Carlisle Douglas will speak 
April 26 at 4:30 p.m. in the 
McDonald Lounge on the "Value 
BIG 
AL'S 
PIZZA 
272-3448 
1103 DANBY RD. 
~--------
of Networking," not April 12. Ithaca College on Friday, April 
26,at 11 :30p.m. The show airs 
on the Binghamton PBS station 
WSKG. Call (212) 684-3940 for 
more information. 
• Dave Finger '96 is not an 
African Hissing Cockroach as was 
reported in "The Big Picture." 
EVENTS 
•The College Life show will feature 
• The Ithaca College Flute En-
semble will perform Monday, 
April 22, at8p.m. intheKlingen-
stein Lounge in Egbert Hall. 
STORE Houas: 
Monday -.Th.y: 
Friday & Saturday: 
Sun~y: 
6 am to Midnigh_t 
6am·to 1 a.m. 
8 am. to Midnight 
·FREE DELIVERY: 
· Monday - Thmsday: · 11-a.m to Midnight 
Friday: l 1 a.m to 1 a.m; 
SalUrday: ·~ Noon to l am. 
Sunday: Noon to Midnight 
: $10. 99 Study Break ~,---------. ,. $10.99 :-
11 Large Cheese Pizza • Dozen Chicken Wings • 2 16oz •. Pepsis YOO MUST ME!l,'110N AD WHEN OIIDDING AND PU5ENT IT UPON PllllCIIASEDl 
1 
I 
-I . I 
1 EXPIRES 5'31/96 NOT VALID WrIH ANl' OIHF.R OFFER. 1 
... _____________________________ __ 
----
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Calldles 
illuminate· 
ethnic vigil 
By Heather Duncan 
Ithacan News Editor 
Tiny candle flames wavered in 
the dancing puddles a<; min poured 
downonagroupofabout 20huddled 
students Friday night in front of the 
Gannett Center. Protective hands 
shielded the light from the wind as 
the flames were passed around the 
loose circle of people, from tall 
candlesticks to a squat waxen sun-
flower. "Ah, the feel of hot wax," 
someone said, to quiet laughter. 
These students had come from 
Ithaca College and Cornell Univer-
sity to hold a candlelight vigil in 
support ofColumbia University stu-
dents who, until Tuesday, were 
striking to demand an ethnic stud-
ies major. 
Last week Columbia students 
were arrested for protesting, and 
some were refusing to eat until their 
concerns were addressed. Cornell 
students had been holding a vigil 
each of the 11 previous nights of the 
strike. 
At the Friday vigil, organizer 
Doualy Xaykaothao '96, her ~ead 
draped in a plastic bag to ward off 
the rain, explained that the meeting 
was held to support other students 
but also to talk about the impor-
tance of ethnic studies to the Ithaca 
College campus. 
Christa Finley '98, who takes 
ethnic studies courses at Cornell, 
said, "I'd like to see more things 
happen on our campus. I feel I 
~.houldn't have to go to Cornell to 
take these classes. Ithaca should 
offer them." 
East Tower Residence Director 
Brian Klocke said he was disap-
pointed that no other faculty or staff 
The Ithacan / Francine Daveta 
Doualy Xaykaothao '96 leaves a candle shaped like a sunflower In 
the rain as a demonstration of her support for ethnic studies. 
were present. "We need to realize 
the history that ha,;n't been told," 
he said. "It's very important, not 
just of peopie in classes, but for 
everyone on campus. Our future 
clepends on our diversity." 
I'.• -cornellt' ·student Robby 
Rodriguez said. "It's not something 
that's extm. It's something that's 
crucial to our understanding of our-
selves and each other." 
Susana Milnes '99 said, "I truly 
believe the importance of ethnic 
studies to even white people's his-
tory. We should all have access to 
this truth." 
Students left their candles stand-
ing on the steps of the Gannett Cen-
ter to let others know they had been 
there. Cornell student Rawat said. 
"It's very important that we should 
know where we came from and 
where other people came from so 
we can know where we're going." 
THElrnAcAN 3 
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Multicultural cI3SSes 
advocated at College 
I•• c.,••• 
By Andre.a Bulmer 
Ithacan Staff 
The month of April began with 
Columbia University students stag-
ing a 16-day hunger strike protest-
ing the lack of an ethnic studies 
major. That demonstration mirrored 
a national trend expressing the need 
for a multicultural curriculum. 
Students from Yale and Harvard, 
as well as Ithaca College, have also 
voiced the desire to implement a 
more diverse curriculum. 
Marcellina Offoha, assistant pro-
fessor of sociology, said there is 
student demand for multicultural 
classes, but there are not enough 
sections. She said that every semes-
ter, her Introduction to Multicultural 
Studies class is over-enrolled. 
Students are also concerned 
about the issue. Yesenia Rivera '97 
said, "It is essential for students to 
learn about different perspectives 
and histories." Rivera said she is 
planning on collaborating with 
teachers and students in an attempt 
to start an ethnic studies program. 
President James J. Whalen said 
there have been a variety of re-
quests for ethnic studies in the cur-
riculum. Whalen said the deans have 
addressed these needs. 
In order to create a new pro-
gram, a structured curriculum must 
be proposed, which would include 
a list of desired courses and profes-
sors who will teach them, Whalen 
said. "Developing a serious cur-
riculum takes serious faculty who 
are skilled and educated in special-
ized fields," he said. 
Although Whalen agrees with 
the need for diversity in the curricu-
lum, he said the College offers a 
number of courses that qualify. 
However, multiculturalism can 
have a variety of meaning~. he 
said."People have to define the 
terms more specifically. If there 
aren't enough courses, more should 
be added." 
Laura De Abruna, associate pro-
lessor of English, said she and other 
professors are working to create a 
women's studies minor. She 
stressed the importance of develop-
ing a structured program im,tead of 
just offering courses. She said she 
feels this is necessary if students 
arc to receive a comprehensive un-
derstanding of the material. 
However, Whalen said that due 
to the extensiveness of the proce-
dure of creating majors and minors. 
it is easier to offer a variety of 
courses that elaborate on 
multiculturalism instead of trying 
for the approval ofa new program. 
Other factors in implementmg 
ethnic programs into the curre111 
curriculum are the downsizing pro-
cess and tenure caps, because they 
make the future of many profc:-.sors 
uncertain, Offoha said. 
"If the I administration I is seri-
ous about diversity, like they claim, 
they need to work towards keeping 
professors who have achieved 
teaching those courses," she said. 
Despite the number of women 
faculty leaving the College due to 
downsizing, De Abruna said the 
processofimplementingawomen's 
studies minor is running smoothly. 
Whalen suggested that another 
way to achieve multiculturalism and 
diversity in the classroom is to in-
corporate these issues in all cla-;ses. 
Asma Barias, associate profes-
sor of politics, agreed. "In order for 
a broader perspective, everyone 
needs to realize that whatever class 
they teach. they need to include 
race, ethnicity and gender issues." 
This Friday and Saturdayl The Campus Rape Awareness Committee is pleased to present: 
' 
Twister 
Tug-of-.War 
Wiflleball 
Ultimate Frisbee 
IC's Strongest Man 
and ~trong~st Woman 
Open Mic Night 
Volleyball 
Kickball 
Uno Competition 
Ping-Pong and Pool 
All-Campus Barbeque 
with live VIC broadcast 
Party of the Gods 
Get a Team Togetber ... Represent Your Hall! 
~rizes and Awards wili be· given out! 
Registration Packets Due April 19 
See your Hall Council or RA for more information 
Sponsored .by the Residence Hail Associati~n 
t&USSN .I SUP~lti & t~WU 
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--SALARY TRENDS '"/:' 
College salaries drop beIOW ·natiOn3f average 
Ithaca remains competitive am,.ong comparative schools-despite lower salary increments 
By Alex Leary 
Ithacan News Editor 
Ithaca College professors' sala-
ries have fallen off from. the na-
tional average as a result of down-
sizing measures that restricted sal-
ary increments during the past two 
years. 
The average salary this year for 
continuing full, associate and assis-
tant Ithaca College professors was 
$45,100, which is 11.5 percent be-
low the national average, accord-
ing to information provided by Pro-
vost Thomas Longin. 
New classification to be discussed 
This year, faculty members at 
the College did not receive an in-
crease, while in J 994-95 the in-
crease was 2 percent. 
Nationwide, the average raise 
this year for college professors at 
all types of institutions was 3 per-
cent. Professors fared better in I 994-
95, when the average raise was 3.4 
percent, according to a report pub-
lished in "Academe," the American 
Association of University Profes-
sors bi-monthly magazine. 
According to the report, con-
tinuing professors at all types of 
institutions made an average of 
$50,980 this year, compared with 
$49,490 in 1994-95. 
Ithaca College salaries could 
regain some ground on the national 
level as a result of the Board of 
Trustees approving a4 percent pool 
increase next year, said Ahren 
Sadoff, professor of physics and 
member of the Budget Advisory 
Committee. 
"This ;i percent is an attempt to 
get back to where we were," Sadoff 
said. "To some extent, there are 
some reasons why [the decrease 
has] happened. I think the College 
administration has, at various times, 
[ aimed I to be competitive with simi-
lar colleges." · 
The decision to scale back sal-
ary pool increases in the past few 
years was the result of downsizing 
memmres, Longin said. "Essentially, 
Mary Lauppe Patt M.S., C.S.W. 
Psychotherapy 
Depression 
Anxiety 
Stress Management 
Short and Long te 
Convenient I.C. Location 
Flexible hours 
Tel. 607-277-2159 
By Alex Leary 
Ithacan News Editor 
Ithaca College profc~sors' 
salaries would appear compara-
tively lower, and could increase, 
if the College's classification in 
the American Association of 
University Professors salary sur-
vey were to change. 
Recent concerns brought to 
the attention of the AAUP over 
whether Ithaca College should 
be cla~sified as a IIA institution 
will be considered before the 
AA UP' s next survey, said Ernst 
it was part of our budget plan re-
lated to downsizing and restructur-
ing," he said. 
While professors' salaries at the 
College may fall short at the na-
tional level, among regional com-
Benjamin, director of research for 
the AAUP. 
"We'relookingatthat,andwe'II 
make a decision in time for the next 
survey, but we don't make a deci-
sion until we have he.ard from the 
administration as well and be sure 
we understand the situation cor-
rectly," Benjamin said. 
If Ithaca College was classified 
as a IIA institution, its comparative 
salary would look lower because 
average II B salaries rate lower than 
IIA schools, he said. The averaage 
salary for IIA institutions is$47 ,830, 
as opposed to '$42,500 for 118 
petitors they fare better. 
The average salary for 11B insti-
tutions-under which Ithaca Col-
lege is classified-is $42,500, 
Longin said. This puts the College 
within the top 86th percenti_le 
Join us this summer... . 
~NTEERSFORISRAEL 
Spend 3 weeks with the I0F. 
Live and work alongside the young men & women of Tzahal. 
Rl'LOIE 1IIE 
wonns OF ISIAEL 
•EA VOLU/ITEEI! 
• Ask about; ISRAEL ADVENTURE '96 
& 
DESTINATION ••• ISRAEL 
* Plus $100 application fee. Program Includes round trip airfare from JFK 
New Yortc, room and koahw board, tour and lectu..-. 
CALL nnMF RII THE A0ff#1111tf OF A UFETIIIE ! 
(Zl·2JH3 ... 4. 
Volunteen for Israel• 330 W. 42nd St. 1618 New York. NY 10036 
Phone (212) 643-4848 • Fas. (212) 643-4855 •Email: vol4nnel@aolc:om 
Tlm,ncna-pu1.pr-,_,._.._b.....,._......,.v., ..,.Sant 
.- --- ~ERY ~ oE-\J 171..(_ .J We Now Carry\ 
~V 4t Mountain Dew! 
Now Serving Fresh Home Made Pasta! 
Baked Ziti $5.25 
Baked Lasagna $5.25 
'<.~ + 
• ~~~~~ 
~~'11, 
Wings • Catzones • Subs • Pasta 
PIZZERl1\ 
272-1950. 
4'~ 404 W. State St. .. 4,:, 
~C41 _..~O 
• N.:.~ 
lthaca1s biggest Cqlzones ... 
Guaranteed! 
Over 14• Long, Only$ 4.15 each! 
-~ DINE IN OR TAKE UT. 
STORE HOURS· 
Sunday - Saturday 
4pm to 3am 
·--~~~n!.e~~S/31/96;~~2,_tion~~.2.~~L---
Buy one Calzone at regular I Giant c:S!:t ~ 2 doz. 
price & get second for $2.50 I Wines, 2 Bi2.Soda's. Only $14.99 ·------------+ ____ ..., _________ _ 
Three · for 1Large Pizza & Orte 
Calzones $11.50 ~Dozen Wings $9~26 
Gnocchi $5.25 
Stuffed Shells $5.25 
Spaghetti 
Tomato Sauce $4.50 
Meatballs $5.25 
Meat Sauce $5.25 
Red Clam Sauce $5.25 
Garlic & Oil $5.25 
All Dinners Include A Garlic Roll 
Ithaca's Biggest Calzones Guaranteed! 
Over 14" Long, Only $4.75 Each! 
1, Gotta Lotta Ricotta Cheese -(Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
2. Ham - (Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano, and Spices) 
3. Veggie - (Mushrooms, Olives, Peppers, Onions, Spiniach, Broccoli, 
Mozzarella, Ricotta, Pecorino Romano, and Spices) 
4. Pepperoni - (Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano, Spices) 
5. Spinach & Cheese - (Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
6. Broccoli & Cheese - (Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
7. Meat - (Bacon, Hamburger, Sausage, Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
8. Hamburger - (Hamburger, Bacon, Mozzarella) 
9. Eggplant - ( Baked Breaded Eggplant, Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
10. Mixed - (Pepperoni, Sausage, Peppers, Mushrooms, Mozzarella, 
Ricotta, Pecorino Romano) 
it. Chicken Bleu - (Barbeque Chicken, Blue Cheese, Mozzarella, 
Pecorino Romano, and Spices) 
1~ Hawaiian - (Ham, Pineapple, Mozzarella, Ricotta) 
13. Seafood - (Crabmeat, Shrimp, Mozzarella, Ricotta) 
14. Chicken Parmesan - (Tomato Sauce, Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
15. Meatball Parmesan - (Tomato Sauce, Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
16. Sausage Parmesan - (Tomato Sauce, Mozzarella, RiCQtta, Romano) 
17:. Veal Parmesan - (Tomato Sauce, Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
18. ~eslo - (Tomato Sauce, Pesto, Mozzarella, Ricotta) 
19:BBQ Smoke - (Grilled Steak, Smoked Barbeque Sauce, Mozzarella, 
Ricotta, Pecorino Romano, and Spices) 
20. Cordon Bleu - (Chicken, Ham, Blue Cheese, Romano, Mozzarella) 
21. Artichoke - (Artichoke Hearts, Ricotta, Mozzarella, ~mano) 
22. Philly - (Grilled Steak, Onions, Peppers, Mozzarella} 
23. Chick-N-Bacon - (Diced Chicken, Bacon, Barbeq~ Sauce, Mouarella) 
Side Of Sauce $.50 
insitutions. 
Because the College strives 
to remain competitive with com-
parative institutions, faculty 
salaries would likely increai;e. 
According to AAUP guide-
lines, IIB schools are classified 
by their primary emphasis on 
general undergraduate baccalau-
reate-level education. 11 A 
schools are characterized by di-
verse post-baccalaureate pro-
grams but do not engage in sig-
nificant doctoral-level educa-
tion. To qualify, a school must 
See AAUP, page 8 
for average salaries of 11B institu-
tions. 
The average salary at Ithaca 
College is $1,700 less than 118 pri-
vate independent institutions and 
See SALARY, page 8 
Rogan's 
Corner 
273-6006 
DELIVERY HOURS a-11:30AM-2AM 
SEVEN DAY~ A WEEK - " 
r ------- .... 
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I 
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Bttt··ptopo~s safer college campuses 
_New legislation may ·require campus safety to release names of charged persons 
By Anthony laffaldano 
Ithacan Staff 
Safety advocates say college 
campuses may become less dan~ 
gerous if the House of Representa-
tives is persuaded today to intro-
duce a bill requiring college police 
and safety departments to release 
the names of those convicted of on-
campus crimes. 
Sponsored by the Pennsylvania-
based Security On Campus and the 
Student Press Law Center in Wash-
ington, D.C., the rationale behind 
the bill is to educate students and 
other members of the college com-
munity about the dangers present 
on their campuses. 
The passage of the bill woufd 
allow colleges the same level of 
public awareness as the rest of the 
country. Whereas city and county 
police forces are required by law to 
release the names of convicted per-
sons, colleges do not face the same 
requirements. 
This bill, known as the "Open 
Campus Police Logs Act," modi-
fies the provisions made for cam-
pus security in the 1965 Higher 
Education Act. 
The bill states that any establish-
ment receiving federal funding and 
maintaining a police or security 
department will keep a daily log 
"recording in chronological order 
all crimes ... which shall be open to 
public inspection." 
If passed, the bill would require 
campus safety lo gentries to include 
the d:ue, time and location of the 
crime as well as the name of the 
person or persons convicted, their 
addresses and the charges brought 
against them. 
Mike Hi_e!\tand, a lawyer at the 
Student Press Law Center, empha-
sized the importance of making ar-
rest records public domain. 
"If you have someone on your 
campus that has been arrested for 
sexual assault, it's important for 
people to know who that is," 
Hiestand said. "It's only through 
knowledge that students will be able 
to protect themselves." 
Hiestand feels the bill will pro-
vide private school students with 
the same infonnation that is now 
made available to the rest of the 
public. "By doing so, and taking 
campus security out from under this 
cloak of secrecy that it has been 
under, we will hopefully see a re-
duction in the amount of crime," he 
said. 
"[This) bill puts students on par 
with everyone else in our country," 
Hiestand said. "Colleges need to 
stop giving privileges to those com-
mitting crimes. 
''They are not held accountable 
for their actions. I don't think that 
we should give students on campus 
privileges that kids off of campus 
don't receive," he said. 
Howard Clery, co-founder of 
Security on Campus, said one ma-
jor problem with campus safety 
departments is the reluctance of 
_administration to release damaging 
information about students. 
"Colleges and universities don't 
do anything bej;_ause they are afraid 
of being sued 1fy people they might 
expel," Clery said. "Negligence 
suits from students that are the vic-
tims of these crimes have cost them 
far more in the long run." 
Admissions policies may also 
play a part in outbreaks of violent 
crimes on college campuses. Clery 
said that while applications for jobs, 
driver's licenses and other legal 
documents require the applicant to 
reveal past conviction status, most 
college applications do not. 
"Colleges don't want to admit 
that they have let in rapists, murder-
ers and criminals. They are one 
organization who do not ask for 
prior felonies," Clery said. "This is 
particularly important for people 
who live in a residential setting 
such as a campus." 
Clery and his wife Constance 
founded Security on Campus after 
their daughter Jeanne Ann was bru-
tally raped and strangled to death in 
her Lehigh University dormitory. 
Their mission is to make cam-
pus life safer for all college stu-
dents. 
The Open Campus Police Logs 
Act is the newest piece of legisla-
tion supported by Security On Cam-
pus. 
Other successful bills that have 
passed through Congress include 
the 1990 Campus Security Act, re-
quiring campuses to release a yearly 
statistical report on crime·s commit-
ted on campus, and the 1991 Cam-
pus Victims of Sexual Assault Bill 
of Rights. 
Ithaca College does not pres-
ently release the names of persons 
involved with convictions on cam-
"[This] b"illputs students on par with everyone 
else in our country. Colleges need to stop giving 
privileges to those committing crimes. They are 
not held accountable for their actions. I don't think 
that we should give students on campus privileges 
that kids off of campus don't receive." 
-Mike Hiestand, 
Student Press Law Center resident lawyer 
pus. 
Robert Holt, director of campus 
safety at Ithaca College, said, "We 
do keep a daily log, but it is not 
public domain. Our campus safety 
log is taken from that, but excerpts 
are taken without the names." 
Holt added that Ithaca College 
does not release arrest records of its 
students because of the Buckley 
Amendment, legislation which 
shields educational institutions from 
releasing information that is con-
sidered an educational record. 
Clery said that institutions often 
use this a,; an excuse. "Congress did 
not mean for the Buckley Amend-
ment to be used in this way. Col-
leges are not reporting serious 
crimes to their judiciary commit-
tees," he said. 
"They are, in effect, playing 
games with the Buckley Amend-
ment," he said. "Security depart-
ments are responsible for reporting 
this type of material and some 
schools seem to be ignoring that." 
Holt said, "I agree that the 
Buckley Amendment was not meant 
to I hold back] the records of crimi-
nals. In actuality and practice, how-
ever, it is often used that way." 
Holt went on to state that cam-
pus safety does not need to publish 
the names of convicted persons on 
campus. "When we arrest some-
one, they are taken to the Tompkins 
County Police. They have the re-
sponsibility to release the infonna-
tion," he said. 
The Office of Campus Safety 
reports all arrests and serious inci-
dents to the vice president of stu-
dent affairs and campus life, John 
B. Oblak. It is his responsibility to 
then report the incidents to the presi-
dent, who in tum must deliverthem 
to the Board of Trustees. 
According to Clery, all of these 
governing bodies of the College 
can be held legally responsible for 
any neg! igence during the handling 
of a sexual assault, murder or other 
serious offense. 
As of today, the bill is being 
debated in the House Committee on 
Economic and Educational Oppor-
tunity. 
Security on Campus and the Stu-
dent Press Law Center are still 
searching for a representative for 
the bill in the Senate. 
We didn't think we could make it any easier to surf the Net. 
Today, more students are using Maeintoslf 
computers to share ideas on the Internet 
than any other computer. No small wondei; 
either. Becausewith a Macintosh there are 
no complicated commands needed to get 
up and surfing on the Net. So in a matter 
of minutes you can be on-line accessing 
the exciting new universe of the Internet. 
(Not_ to mention prospective employers.) 
And right now, buying a Mac· is as easy as 
using one. For a limited time, we're offer-
ing special campus savings on selected 
Macintosh computers and Apple· printers. 
So visit us tod_ay, and look into the power 
of Macintosh. The power to be your best~ 
But we just did. 
For mere lnformaJkJn vfsjJ us on the /n/rrnet aJ bltp:llbedinfo.0/1Jle.coml • 
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Go to Israel. 
The ticket"s on us. 
Attention -... _ " 
New- Yorkers: 
L!raelhreak is once again prmiding 30()• fn-e 
round-trip plane 11ch1s for slmlents "ho participnie 
in one of o,·rr 40 acrred11rd bracl progrnms. 
Eligil,1,- cand.idnir,, ore Jewiol1 Wldergrodnl.e 
eollegr otudents: 
l. Who ha,e nc,er before been to brad. 
2. \\-1....., bomelown is in one of 
New l'orlr. City'• 6w borouglis. Long Island 
or Wr.stcho,tc-r. 
Simply s~,1c-d. You 1m·k the prowan, )OU hk,-. rukl 
~,· ~,II p.i) for 10111 llckel to gu lo Ism..!. 
For an appliratmn and u lbtin~ of accrt'(filt"<I pro-
wmrc,, mil Miel1.1t•I S<. hmm di Th.- lsmel Dt·Jlllrtmenl 
di I hll,•1 of New York 212/696-0248 or sent.I us 
,u11·-nuiil ut L'!irnelallillel®nU1"in.noli.ron1 
TH[ ISIAH D£PAIITMENT AT HILLEL Of NEW YORK 
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learn 
l e a r n Don't ju\t hit the be,Kh, hit the book, this summer 
,md get ,1 heJ.d stJrt on your next semester. Enroll 111 
one or both ot 1',1ce L.:nivcrsity's summer ,cs,ions. Courses are ,1vailJble in ,I 
wide 1',iricty of ,1rc,1,. From Bu,ines, to Computer ~cience & lnform,llion 
Sy,tcm, to Art\ & Sciences. Nur~ing and rduc,ll1on. And six-week ,es,ion\ 
,11low for plenty of \Ulllmcrtimc living. 
Summer sc,,ion ,tudt:!nts enrolled in at leJ,t 6 credits may hw 
on either the New York City or Westchester c,1mpu,c, fr1r only live 
$64 a week. Amazing when you consider all you'll be do~ to ... the South St reel 
Seaport, Creenwich V1llagc, Little Italy. Chin,llown J.nd Central PJrk. Not the 
city type? Then consider our Pleas.intv11le campus. where you'll find 
swimming, Jogging and tennis facilitie~. 
register 
Don't procrastinate! Sp,1ce, are Iilling up quickly. Register 
today in order to make the 1110,t of your ,um mer. For more 
information, call 914•773•3700, Extension 9355 
or e-mail infoctr@ny027.wan.pace.edu 
SUMMER SESSION 1 BEGINS JUNE 3, 1996 
SUMMER SESSION .2 BEGINS JULY 15, 1996 
........ ··-· ··-·· .. ·····-······ ········-···-···-···-··-··· .... ················-······ ···················-····-····-··-··~ 
D Please send me a Pace summer class schedule 
Name: ____________ SS#: ___ , ____ _ 
College currently attending:. ________ \',·Jr uf c;raduJlinn: ___ ! 
College Address:. ________ C,1r/stateJ,jp : ______ _ 
Home Address: Citr/stateflip : ______ _ 
College phone: Home phone: ______ _ 
J I'm ink'!'l'Stfd in livmg on campus 
Pkase send s..hedule to: J College address J Hom~ addr,'S, 
.\la,I coupon to: Pace University 
Admission lnfurmation Center, 
I Pacrl'lau,NewYork,NY 10038 
Orfm1milc10 212-346-1821 ,\,-1.' 
PACE 
UNIVERSITY 
Qr.. Mi 
..... . . .. . \ ! . . .. -· 
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'Mareh for Parks' festival 
promotes local environment 
College class programs music, drama and lectures for nature 
By T. Teejay Hoang 
Ithacan Staff 
As participants at this year's 
Earth Day festival, a class of Ithaca 
College students is organizing a 
fundraiser for Saturday, April 20. to 
enhance the main trail lead in~ ;o the 
waterfall atTaughannock Fall:, State 
Park. 
They are promoting and recruit-
ing pledges for a series of events 
known as March for Parks. Live 
music, drama and lectures will be 
the highlight of the series, said Judy 
Kennison, associate professor of 
recreation and leisure studies and 
advisor to the class. 
Organized by the National Parks 
and Conservation Association. 
March for Parks is sponsored by the 
Ithaca College department ofrecre-
ation and leisure studies. 
"The march will translale 
people's concerns for the environ-
ment into action. Proceeds will go 
to the enhancement of Gorge Trail 
at the park," said Jeff Craig '96, a 
fieldwork intern at 1he Finger Lakes 
State Parks Regional Office. Craig 
also serves as liaison between the 
park office and the recreation de-
partment at Ithaca College. 
Craig added that the festival will 
educate people about the necessity 
of state parks and solicit donations 
to enhance the quality of the main 
trail leading to Taughannock Falls. 
Other individuals, such as friends 
and family, will sponsor partici-
pants for their hiking mileage. Or-
ganizers are also seeking funds from 
groups and businesses, he said . 
March for Parks festivities will 
kicl< offal I p.m. with an informa-
tive presentation given by Tony 
Ingraham, conservation educator 
and park naturalist at the park of-
fice. Site-speci fie presentations and 
a dramatic performance of Dr. 
Seuss's "The Lorax" by Cornell's 
Ecology House will follow 1he talk. 
The march around the rim trails 
:will- start at the overlook at 2:30 
p.m. It will feature live music by lhe 
Absent Minded Rhythms, whose 
members include two Ithaca Col-
lege studenls. 
'Tm involved in the entertain-
ment ·committee," said Paul 
Danchak '97. Absent Minded 
Rhythms percussionist. "When the 
class got together to discuss the 
festival, I offered to have my band 
volunieer. People in 1he class liked 
the idea a 101." 
FUNDRAISER EVENTS 
Planning Program's Peaks 
1 p.m. Presentation at the overlook by Tony Ingraham 
1: 15 p.m. Storytelling with a Native American perspective 
1 :30 p.m. "The Lorax," a dramatic show presented by Cornell's 
Ecology House 
2:15 p.m. 
2:30 p.m. 
Presentation at the overlook by Tony Ingraham 
March begins, musical appearance by Absent 
Minded Rhythms and games 
5p.m. Closing ceremonies 
Taughannock Falls is about 11 miles from Ithaca College. 
For more information, call the Finger Lakes State Park Regional 
Office at 387-7041. 
"Between now and then, we are 
soliciting funds from individuals 
and groups to replace the printed 
brochures with pennanent interpre-
tive signs along Gorge Trail," 
Ingraham said. 
Despite heavy usage of Gorge 
Trail by visitors, the office's project 
10 enhance the !rail currently re-
ceives no funding from New York 
Stale, Ingraham said. 
"Our planned signs would be 
read literally by millions of visitors 
to the falls," he said. "These penna-
nent signs would help people learn 
more about the history, geography 
and ecology of the falls region." 
In the School of Health Sciences 
and Human Performance, 13 stu-
dents of recreation and leisure stud-
ies participate in the Program Plan-
ning course as part of their depart-
mental requirement, Kenni~onsaid . 
Early in the semester, students w.ere 
given the option o!,~orkinf? ~mJ!t~ 
recreation-related event, she added. 
Students fonned different com-
miuees to take charge of entertain-
ment, on-campus recruitment and 
publicity,saidMaureen Dougherty 
'97, chair of the Program Planning 
class. They have distributed post-
ers and set up information tables to 
reach individual students and ask 
them to get involved. 
Dougherty said students dis-
cussed program planning with 
Ingraham. "We are trying to get as 
many people to pledge as possible. 
In return, there will be free enter-
tainment," she said. 
Ithaca March for Parks events in 
1994 attracted between 15-20 
people and raised approximately 
$350, Ingraham said. 
However, this amount was mini-
mal and wouldn't provide enough 
support fort he regional office's plan 
to replace the guiding booklets, he 
·added. 
March for Parks events are be-
ing organized by the N,ational Parks 
and Conservation Association, 
which is a private non-profit citi-
zens organization whose goals are 
to protect, preserve and enhance 
national park systems, said Soren 
Jensen, March for Parks program 
manager. 
"Last year, over 900 March for 
Parks events were organized by 
communities across the nation and 
worldwide," Jensen said. "We esti-
maled at least a million people par-
ticipated as marchers, volunteers 
and contributors. Of the ·estimaled 
$2 million we raised, national, ~tale 
and local parks themselves ke~p all 
tile proceeds. 
"Young adults have had fewer 
involvements in previous March for 
Parks events, regardless of their 
increased interests in parks and 
outdoor careers," Jensen continued. 
Nationally, less tha~ otie~iiiJ of 
last year's events were organized 
by high school and college students, 
he added. · 
Enhancements to Taughannock 
Falls State Park are importanl to the 
area's college students because the 
park is close tq_ the Ithaca and 
Cornell campuses, and its trails are 
easily accessible, Dougherty said. 
Taughannock Falls are 215 feet 
high and are also known as the 
highest straight drop walerfall in 
the northeastern region of the United 
States. 
"From the start, we were look-
ing to focus on a prognun that would 
help increase leisure awareness in 
the community," Dougheny said. 
"On this side of the hill, we feel 
isolated sometimes. Involvements 
in the festival will have us informed 
about recreational opportunities in 
the local area." 
LAY IT DOWN 
Have an eye for design? 
Interested in learning Pagemaker? If so, the 
Ithacan wants you to join the layout stqff. The 
Ithacan is looking for motivated, responsible 
people to help produce the paper. Interested 
students should contact Gabriela Dias, layout/ 
design editor, at 269 park Hall or call.274-3207 
for more information. 
The ITHACAN 
11,e Newspaper for ti~ ltluict1 College Co~1111w1ity · 
269 Park Holla Telephone 274-3207 aFax274-156.5 
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. sil.ldge"ShutS. dOwn 
College snack bar 
By Edward Alessi 
-11hacan Staff -
· · The Ithaca College food 
court was closed last Thursday 
around noon. 
A drainage problem caused 
customers and snack bar em-
ployees to evacuate the serving 
area as a black greasy substance 
emerged from the drain onto the 
food court floor. 
Bruce Hatch, director of the 
physical plant, said an abnormal 
amount of grease was dumped 
down the drains, causing the 
grease trap located underneath 
the snack bar to clog and over-
flow onto the floor. 
Lisa Crowley '99 said she 
was working at the snack bar 
when the liquid came up from 
the drain and suddenly was all 
over the floor. 
"It was absolutely disgusting 
and smelled very bad," she said. 
Douglas McKinney, assistant 
manager of the snack bar, said 
the snack bar was closed for 45 
minutes so the grease could be 
cleaned and the food in the serv-
ing area could be thrown out. 
He said the grease trap was 
cleaned over Spring Break. How-
ever, there was an abnormal 
amount of grease dumped down 
the drain after it was cleaned, 
causing the trap to overflow. 
Hatch said that the grease 
trap is usually cleaned quarterly, 
"It was absolutely 
disgusting and . 
smelled very bad. " 
-Lisa Crowley '99, 
employee at the 
College snack bar 
usually when students are not 
around because it is an unpleas-
ant process. 
McKinney said the prob-
lem was quickly fixed, and the 
food in the snack bar is now 
safe. 
Howard McCullough, direc-
tor of dining services, said noon 
on Thursdays is one of the busi-
est times in the snack bar, so the 
College reduced the price in 
Egbert Dining Hall to accom-
modate snack bar customers 
who were not able to wait for 
the cleanup. · 
However, he added, only 
three people decided to take 
advantage of the reduced meal 
price in Egbert. 
McCullough said most of the 
customers were patient and 
friendly as he stood in front of 
the food court explaining to 
customers what had just oc-
curred. 
Some people decided to wait 
for the food until the cleanup 
was finished, McCullough 
added. 
·:BtisineSS group sweeps awards 
Students iil Free Enterprise advances to international contest 
By Heather Duncan 
Ithacan News Editor 
Tuesday, the Ithaca College 
chapter of Students in Free Enter-
prise won the most awards the team 
has ever received at one competi-
tion, qualifying them for the inter-
national championships in Kansas 
City from May 19-22. 
At the northeac;t regional level, 
the five team members competed 
against 15 either schools from the 
United States and Canada to win 
the Champion, Success 2,000 and 
Halt the Deficit categories at this 
week's conference in Meadow-
lands, N.J. 
Students in Free Enterprise, an 
international organization that has 
had an Ithaca College chapter for 
seven years, promotes the free mar-
ket system by getting involved in 
the community, helping businesses, 
educating children and increasing 
awareness about the federal debt 
and budget issues. 
"lthelpsthecommunity,because 
as students we get real experience 
to demonstrate our abilities and to 
learn from the community as the 
community learns from us," mem-
ber James McBride '96 said. 
Teams complete a presentation 
about their work and provide an 
annual report for judges, who con-
sist of businessmen from various 
corporations. The judges look for 
creativity in teaching others about 
the free market system and evi-
dence that students will continue 
their projects and that they utilized 
their resources, McBride said. 
"We gain real experience on how to run a busi-
ness, and it gives businesses an opportunity to 
grow and expand and utilize the resources we have 
at Ithaca College. " 
-James McBride '96, 
member of Students in Free Enterprise 
SIFE is an international group 
based in the United States. At the 
international championships.about 
100 schools will compete for vari-
ous awards including a$4,000 prize, 
said Frank Musgrave, professor of 
economics and adviser to the group. 
This will be Ithaca College's third 
trip to the championships. 
Educational activities the group 
has developed include a life skills 
game presented at the Greater Ithaca 
Activities Center, McBride said. 
They divided the children into three 
groups: high school graduates, col-
lege graduates and drop-outs, allot-
ting a relative number of points for 
each. 
"It shows kids what it means to 
get an education and be an entre-
preneur," McBride said. 
Member Henry Jacobi '97 said 
the group taught children about 
possible careers and about how they 
can be successful in the business 
world despite their current eco-
nomic situations. Jacobi said SIFE 
plans to continue their programs 
with GIAC next fall. 
SIFE also founded a student-run 
consulting firm to provide market-
ing support for local businesses. Its 
first client was Food From the Hood, 
a group they work with through 
GIAC, McBride said. The group 
will produce a brochure to help 
Food From the Hood sell 
applesauce. Ithaca Mayor Alan 
Cohen is writing a cover letter for 
their proposal, offering free con-
sulting service to area businesses, 
McBride said. 
"We gain real experience on how 
to run a business, and it gives busi-
nesses an opportunity to grow and 
expand and utilize the resources we 
have at Ithaca College," McBride 
said. 
Last week SIFE sponsored 
"Debtbuster2002," a simulation on 
balancing the budget, in Textor Hall. 
People were divided into groups of 
four, within which each participant 
took a different role, arguing from 
the point of view of entitlements, 
domestic spending, national secu-
rity and revenues. "It was a really 
tough, spirited debate," he said. 
Musgrave said, "I have to say, 
this group in particu Jar has had a lot 
of initiative and creative ideas." 
Next week, SIFE is sponsoring a 
lecture by federal entitlement ex-
pert Hillary Beard. She will speak 
Tuesday, April 23, at 8 p.m. in 
Textor I 03 about what members of 
Generation X can expect in terms 
of social security when they retire. 
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Applications 
for 
Editor in Chief 
of the 
1997 Cayugan 
are available in Park Hall room 326, 
and are due by noon, Friday, April 26~ 1996. 
Applicants will be interviewed by the Board 
of Student Publications on Thursday, May 2: 
The editor in chief serves for the 1996-97 
academi_c year. 
You .are invited 
· ... to attend the Boar,d of Student Publications 
meeting to ask questions of the candidat~s. The 
Board, an advisory body to The Ithacan and The 
Cayugan, also will be available to hear questions 
or concerns about the publications. The me.eting 
will be at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, May 2, in the 
Klingenstein Lounge of the Campus Center. 
Questions? Contact J. Michael Serino, 
Manager of Student Publications, at 27 4-1036. 
- .. ~ - . - -- - ..----- -- ... --- -
Delivery Only 
Must mention this ad 
when ordering 
off er expires 5/2/96 
You Can Choose ... -
Sheet Pizza 
$9.95 
Four 16 oz. sodas (Pepsi/Diet Pepsi) 
or 
Two Pasta Dinners $9.95 
Choice of tomato or marinara sauce 
Served with Bread & Two 16 oz sodas (Pepsi/Diet Pepsi) 
l~cmernbcr lo make your Graduation Reservations. 
Lunch · Dinner 
O_pen 7 Days a Week 
On Rt. 96B between 
Downtown & Ithaca College ~· 277-6666 
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Student dies in volunteer study in Rochester 
By College Press Service 
A University of Rochester 
sophomore died of cardiac arrest 
after participating in a f!!(ferally 
sponsored research study for which 
she was paid $150. 
Hoiyan Wan, 19, volunteered to 
undergo a bronchoscopy, a 45-
minute procedure in which cell tis-
sue is collected from the lungs by 
AAUP 
Continued from page 4 
grant at least 30 doctoral-level de-
grees in at least three different post-
baccalaureate programs. 
John Rosenthal, professor of 
math and computer science, said he 
thinks· that "most of the College 
thinks of itself as being predomi-
nantly undergraduate institution. 
"That is a very good description 
oflthaca College," Rosenthal said. 
However, because there is some 
vagueness in the AAUP's criteria 
used to classify a school, Rosenthal 
feels there are arguments that sup-
port swaying either way. 
While Ithaca College is classi-
fied a<;alIB institution, ital so meets 
the AAUP's IIA guidelines. 
According to Ithaca College's 
World Wide Web site, the College 
offers master's degrees in 17 pro-
grams. Ithaca College granted 149 
master's degrees in nine disciplines 
in 1994-95. 
Ithaca College offers graduate 
degree programs in corporate com-
munications; exercise and sport sci-
ence; speech language, pathology 
and audiology; ·and music and physi-
cal therapy, said Pat Gemat, infor-
mation processing assistant for the 
way of a tuoo inserted into the throat 
and windpipe. The research was for 
a study on how the environment 
may affect the lungs. 
Hospital offi<;:J~ls~aid Wan, who 
was conscious throughout the pro-
cedure, was appare~tly given an 
overdose of Lidocaine, an anes-
thetic applied to the throat. After a 
short observation period following 
the procedure, Wan wa~ released 
Graduate Studies and Continuing 
Education Office. 
Gemat said each year there are 
about 150 active graduate students 
at the College. 
Benjamin said concerns over a 
college's classification are not un-
common. "Schools grow and evolve 
and change," he said. "It is not 
unusual to have a discussion when 
they are on a borderline." 
While Benjamin said it is pos-
sible that the College could move to 
a UA ranking, he said it is smaller 
than most IIA schools. 
"The average !IIA school] is 
probably larger and is more com-
plex and has more graduate pro-
grams than Ithaca," Benjamin said. 
"Ithaca has enough programs to 
move it from 118 to IIA if the infor-
mation is confirmed. But on the 
other hand, most IIA have more 
graduate programs and more gradu-
ate students than Ithaca College." 
Provost Thomas Longin dis-
agrees with the a<;sessment that the 
College should be classified as IIA. 
He added that he has consulted with 
the Carnegie Foundation for the 
Advancement for Teaching, which 
and went to a friend's hou~! hosp.i-
tal officials said. She suffered a 
heart attack that same morning and 
died less than 48 hours later on 
March 31. 
"Our findings ... have indicate_d 
that she had a high level of 
Lidocaine," said Bob Loeb, public 
information director for the Uni-
versity of Rochester Medical Cen-
ter, which conducted its own inves-
is a basis for the AAUP criteria. 
"I'm confident [ Carnegie feels I 
that we should be 11B," Longin said. 
"The major difference is we don't 
have enough graduate students to 
call us anything other than a IIB. 
We have the complexity of the un-
dergraduate [programs}, but we 
don't have sufficient r number of 
students] completing graduate de-
grees. 
"The only thing I can say is 
Carnegie, in their last review, reaf-
firmed the 118 designation,"Longin 
added. 
He added that new criteria de-
veloped by Carnegie should cla<;-
sify the College a<; a Masters II 
institution, meaning it gives less 
than 10 percent of its degrees as 
doctorates. Longin said the AAUP 
should receive the new criteria to 
review soon. 
Ahren Sadoff, professorof phys-
ics and member of the Budget Ad-
visory Committee, sa_id, "In many 
ways we are a IIA school." 
However, Sadoff added that he 
feels the College should continue to 
aim at being among the top percen-
tile in the IIB cla,;sification. 
tigation. The Monroe County medi-
cal examiner's office is expected to 
release the results of the autopsy in 
late April, he said. 
Wan was reported to be in good 
health before the study and signed a 
consent form before the procedure 
was done, he· said. The medical 
center performs about 250 
bronchoscopies each year, and usu-
ally 50 are on volunteers participat- · 
SALARY 
Continued from page 4 
$1,400 less than middle-Atlantic 
region 'institutions, which the Col-
lege is classified under, Longin 
said. 
11B schools are clac;sified by their 
primary emphasis on general un-
dergraduate baccalauceate-level 
education. 
In addition to Ithaca College, 
Hamilton, Hobart and William 
Smith and Nazareth Colleges also 
fall under this category. 
While salaries have remained 
competitive in the full and associ-
ate 'professor levels, Longin said 
improvements could be made at the 
assistant level. 
The average salary for assistant 
professors at Ithaca College was 
$35,400, according to the "Aca-
deme" report. 
This puts the College at the 63rd 
percentile of 11B schools. Longin 
said the College aim'> for the 90th 
percentile in all levels, but reaching 
that at the assistant level may be 
difficult. 
"We have been struggling at 
being at the 90th percentile with 
assistant professors because we 
don't have a history. of te~-ri~'g 
ing in the study, Loeb said. The 
study "has been ongoing for IO 
years," he said. "We've had volun-
teers go through IO procedures with-
out subsequent health problems." 
The study, done in conjunction 
with the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, is funded by a grant 
from the National lnsititute of 
Health. 
To date no lawsuit has been filed. 
"We 've raised our 
incoming salary to be 
competitive in the 
market place. That 
helps us to stay at a 
grade two level, but we 
have not been making 
the 90th percentile." 
· -Thomas Longin, Provost 
people and keeping them at the as-
sistant rank," Longin said. 
"We'veraisedourincomingsal-
ary to be competitive in the market 
place," he said. ''Thl.'t helps us to 
stay at a grade two level, but we 
have not been making the 90th per-
centile." 
Longin said downsizing also 
played a role in the decreased aver-
ages because some assistant pro-
fessors, in the latter stages of the 
tenure process, are paid more but 
have chosen to leave the College. 
He added that schools having 
accredited programs have to pay 
more to attract incoming profes-
sors. 
• ·' .. ~ J ; t 
BEA PART OF 
AN EXCITING TEAM! 
elebrate Ithaca Graduation 
with a scrumptious buffet and spectacular view of Ithaca 
and Cayuga Lake from the Tower Club at Ithaca College. 
--•--
PEER RECRUITERS 
--+--
These special student volunteers help 
high school seniors get to know I.C. ! 
Orientation Meeting: 
Sunday,April21,1996 
6:00 - 7 :00 pm 
Office of Admission 
100 Job Hall 
ALL ARE WELCOME! 
Saturday, M':Jy 18th 
Serving 5:30 - 9 p.m. 
Our buffet features: 
Roast Prime Rib of Beef 
Shrimp Stuffed Filet of Sole with Lemon Cream Sauce 
Peppercorn-Crusted Pork Loin Roast 
Spinach and three cheese Fusilli Casserole 
Chicken Marsala with Wild Mushrooms 
Vegetable Lasagna 
Mixed Spring Vegetables 
long Grain and Wild Rice 
Potatoes A'la Bourson 
An OS$0rlment of $0Up5, salads, freshly baked breads, side dishes, desserts, and 
beverages accompany lhis buffet. 
$19. 96 per person; alc:oholic bewrages, lax, and gratuities not induded 
Sunday, May ·19th 
Serving 11 :30 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
A la carte menu will be offered. 
Please call 27 4-3393 for reservations. 
Mos!erCard/Viso, ID Express, Chech, Cash, Bonus Dollars, ·and Diner's Club accepted. 
-------- -· -- - ... _ 
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CAMPUS SAFETY LOG 
FRIDAY, APRIL 5- while parked in B lot. Damage determined to be an activated belonging to the Campus 
THURSDAY, APRIL 11, 1996 consisted of a broken windshield. smoke detector outside room 205. Wednesday, Aprll 10 Center. 
It appeared as if someone had Cause for the activation is 
thrown a bottle against the unknown. • A staff member reported • A student reported the theft 
Anyone with any information vehicle. 
"' 
damage to a College courtesy of a vacuum cleaner from their 
regarding these entries is • A staff member reported phone and aNew York Telephone room in Landon Hall sometime 
encouraged to contact the • A student reported being damage to the second floor phone located at the ground floor on April 10. 
Office of Campus Safety: harassed by non-students while bathroom of the East Tower. Two level ofFord Hall. 
Unless otherwise specified, all driving on campus. The suspects large holes were found in the 
reported incidents remain were identified and ordered to walls, while broken beer bottles • A staff member reported Safety Tip 
under investigation. leave campus. and excessive garbage and damage to the exit sign located on 
human waste were scattered the third floor of Talcott Hall. Campus Safety is investigating 
• A student was referred judicially throughout the area: five incidents that occurred 
Friday, Aprll 5 for having a dog within a • Six students were referred between 3:00 and 6:00 p.m: 
residence hall room. judicially for tampering with a Friday, April 12, 1996, that 
• A student was referred Monday, Aprll 8 cable TV control box located might be related. So far, 
judicially for possessing a keg Saturday, April 6 within a residence hall permitting information provided by 
and hosting a party within a • A student was transported to cable service to individual rooms. students reveals that approxi-
residence hall room. • A student was referred judicially the Health Center for treatment of Two of the students were addi- mately $400, prescription 
for possessing marijuana and a head injury suffered in a fall tionally referred for damage to the medication and credit cards 
• Several students were drug paraphernalia within a near Hilliard Hall. control box at the time were stolen from rooms in the 
referred judicially for creating a residence hall room. of the unauthorized hook up. Terraces, East Tower and 
disturbance within a College • A student reported receiving Clarke Hall. On two occasions, 
parking lot. • The Ithaca Fire Department harassing/annoying telephone • A student was transported to a person entered rooms in the 
responded to Terrace 2 for a fire calls on their residence hall room Cayuga Medical Center by Bangs East Tower believing they were 
• A student was referred alarm. Cause of the alarm was phone. Ambulance after sustaining an unoccupied. When confronted 
judicially for creating a distur- determined to be an activated ankle injury in a soccer game. by the residents, the suspect 
bance within a residence hall. smoke detector outside room 108. • Officers investigated a two-car claimed he was looking for 
The activation was possibly accident in Y lot. Thursday, Aprll 11 someone else and left the · 
• A staff member reported caused by damage to a smoke room. The description of that 
locating posters in a residence head. • A staff member reported that an • The Ithaca Fire Department person on both occasions is: 
hall advertising an off-campus unidentified male obtained a meal responded to Landon Hall for a Black male, approximately 
event. • Three non-students were by unauthorized use of a student's fire alarm. Cause of the alarm 40 years of age, 5'4" to 5'6", 
orde~ed off campus and a student ID. was determined to be a smoke short black hair, av.erage build, 
• Two non-students were was referred judicially for pas- detector activated by cigarette gray-colored chauffeur or golf-
arrested and arraigned at the sassing marijuana and drug • A staff member reported smoke. type hat black, knee-length 
Town of Ithaca Court for paraphernalia within a residence damage done to the northeast trench coat 
criminal mischief after they hall room. basement door in Ford Hall. • A student reported receiving If these incidents are 
threw furniture from the sixth harassing/annoying telephone related, it appears that the 
floor lounge window of the East • A student was transported to calls on their residence hall room suspect moved from the 
Tower. The object struck and Cayuga Medical Center for head Tuesday, Aprll 9 phone. Terraces to the Towers, then to 
damaged a~ air compressor injuries after a fight in a residence the Quads. Campus Safety is 
and window. One of the hall. Two students were charged • A staff member reported the • A staff member reported concerned that other burglaries 
suspects was additionally criminally with assault and were unauthorized use of a student's ID locating a flyer advertising an off- may have occurred but the 
charged with criminal imper- referred to the Town of Ithaca card to obtain a meal. The campus event. victims have not yet noticed 
sonation after providing a false Court. The incident was also incident was referred judicially. their losses. 
identity to College officials, referred judicially. • Four non-students were If you find that property 
,Damages caused during the • A student was transported to ordered off campus after skate- has been taken from your room 
. incident totaled over $4,000. Sunday,Aprll7 Cayuga Medical Center by Bangs boarding near Dillingham Center. or if your hav.e seen someone 
The two suspects were .. Ambulance after sustaining a on campus meeting the above 
reprimanded to the Tompkins • A, $ff ,:nember reported the . head injury in a fall on a sidewalk • Three students were referred description, contact Campus 
~y~Safety Buil9ing _ ,~~ :f_Qw~lub_ sign-from -betweerrFdends- and Job Hall. judit':iallylor unauthorized Safety at 27 4-3333. 1nm rec, to~r'ernain off the East Tower elevator. possession of College property Remember to lock your 
·campus. • A staff member reported that during two separate incidents. room door, even when you are 
~- A staff member reported that 
• The Ithaca Fire Department someone tampered with a VCR in the room, and report 
responded to Lyon Hall for a fire on the second floor of Friends • A student reported losing suspicious persons or activities 
::!heir vehicle was damaged alarm. Cause of the alarm was Hall. personal keys and College keys to Campus Safety. 
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Blood Wedding 
By Federico Garcia Lorca 
Passion, beauty, and 
tragedy 
April 23-27, 1996 
8:00 p.m. 
Matinee on April 27 
2:00 p.m. 
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OPINION 
PAGE 12 
Ethnic studie-s 
coursework 
benefits College 
Students are literally starving for knowledge. 
The recent hunger strike staged by Columbia University students in 
an effort to force the University to establish an ethnic studies depart-
ment garnered as much publicity for its means of protest as it did for its 
purpose. 
Here al Ithaca 
College students, 
supported the hunger 
THE ITHACAN'S VIEW 
strike with a candlelight vigil in the hope that their efforts would bring 
more ethnic studies courses to the College. 
While hunger strikes and vigils, both reminiscent of the 60s, are 
nothing new, these students are attempting to pro-actively improve their 
educational opportunities-something not often seen in this age of 
apathy. 
But perhaps these protesters could also spend time researching 
successful ethnic studies programs and begin presenting concrete 
proposals to the College. 
Regardless of their style of protest, the fight to bring more ethnic 
studies courses to the College is a fight not to be ignored. Indeed it 
could be just the opportunity the administration needs to finally create a 
more diverse campus community. 
By offering more ethnic studies courses, the College will not only 
provide a more diverse and up-to-date curriculum but also attract more 
minority faculty and students. 
This could be a real step in improving the less-than-ideal campus 
diversity. And it would certainly be a welcome change to the political 
promises that have been used to placate the community in the past. 
This is not to say that every time students demand coursework, the 
administration should play Pavlov's dog and respond. This curriculum 
needs to be carefully considered and thoughtfully planned. 
Poorly constructed courses run the risk of further separating 
already marginalized groups. Ethnic studies classes should provide in-
depth upper-level study to supplement general knowledge gained in 
100-level survey courses. 
Introductory classes should excite students and instill in them the 
desire to \earn more; upper-level courses should provide a thorough 
examiniation of particular phenomena and provide the opportunity for 
analysis. _. 
This structure is certainly not new to higher education, and it is 
currently used in nearly every department on campus. 
Likewise, ethnic studies classes should not be designed to replace 
or be alternates to such couraes as American History. Rather, they 
should give students the opportunity to go further in a particular area, 
such as Slavery in the United States. 
As the course structure exists now, students can be introduced to 
ideas, but in many areas there is no chance for follow-up classes. 
By not offering ethnic studies classes, the College is missing the 
chance to provide a true education. 
And isn't that what we're all here for? 
Jayson-Debora Hinderliter 
Editorial Page Editor 
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Illustration by Tim Lynch 
Budget surplus should be 
divided among student body 
What's this? The Presidential 
Advisory Committee is trying to 
decide how to spend a $700,000 
surplus? 
Here's a novel idea ... give the 
students a refund! How? Well, 
$700,000 divided by 6,000 is 
$166.J 6. So; the Office of Finan-
cial -Aid c~n just deduct $116.16 
from each returning student's tu-
ition and write the seniors gradua-
tion checks. 
If there's a $700,000 surplus 
anywhere, then why am I paying an 
If there is a $700,000 surplus anywhere then why 
am I paying an $1000 more to attend this money 
pit next year? 
extra $1,000 to attend this "money 
pit" next·year? . 
This institution ~ould hire pn 
impartial, outside entity to str~-
line its budget, because it is full of 
fat-'- from DAKA' s dominance of 
ruefully dissatisfying on-campus 
dining to the I 0-page letters from 
J.J. Whalen that crowd the other 
intercampus junk in my mailbox.. 
We applied to lthac~ College, 
not IC Inc. It -is time 'diat we 
were treated I ike studentc; to be 
educated and not customers to be 
gypped. 
Khalid Kamau 
C&P '98 
Letter misrepresented co01inentary 
This is in response to Mr: Jeffrey 
VanZile'sletter, "Quaylecommen-
tary misguided," published in the 
April 11 Ithacan. 
It certainly "isashametha~some 
people cannot open their mi~& up 
and let new ideas in," as Mr. VanZile 
says, especially if they are students 
who have a rare opportUnity to en-
gage in meaningful intellectual and 
political discourse while they are in 
college. 
It was, therefore, discouraging 
to see Mr. VanZile use his share of 
public space to malign Gina Gibson 
[ whose commentary ran in the Aprii 
4 edition of The Ithacan] (and Bill 
. Coifpseling tolerance 
· white refusing to engage 
in ·reasoned ( and rea-
.sonable) discourse-· 
which is~ after .all, a 
prerequisite for democ-
racy-is a sign of du-
plicity, unfortunately, 
and not an open mind. 
Clinton) rather than addressing the 
issues she had raised in her letter. 
For instance, he says "the Re-
publicansdo not have any new idea,;, 
so says Gibson. That's right, Bill 
Clinton campaigned on balancing 
the budget" ... etc. 
I' mnot sure how this assault on 
Clinton (who Ms. Gibson did not, 
incidentally' defend) clarifies the 
Republican Party's new idea,; or 
refurbishes its image. 
Counseling tolerance while re-
fusing to engage in reasoned (and 
~sonablc) <liscourse-which is, 
after all, a prerequisite for democ-
racy-is a sign of duplicity, unfor-
tunately, and not an open mind. 
Asma Barias 
Assistant Professor, Politics 
Kudos to conf ere nee services 
Hats off to the Office of Confer. 
ence and Event Services! Three 
weeks ago, the New York State 
Political Science Association 
hosted it'> 50th annual. conference 
at Ithaca College. 
The conference was a resound-
ing success,.owing largely to.the 
efforts of Sheila Reakes, tbe Oirec-
tor of Conference and Event Ser-
vices and her a,;sistant, Roddy Pot-
ter. 
Every detail was perfect. 
l strongly ·urge anyone who is 
. considereirig the possiblity of host· 
ing a·conferece.at Ithaca College to 
do.so •. 
- You will not be disappointed with 
... ' . . 
Expre.ss ·y0:~,s•1t·~· 
the quality, professionalism, orga-
nization, dedication, and commit-
ment to excellen~ wh.ich the Of-
fice of Conference and Event Ser-
vices brings to your event. 
Victoria Kraft 
President, NYSPSA 
Assistan, Professor. Politics 
...in a letter-to the editor. Letta.rs must be received by 
Monday at 5.-p.m-. Contact Jay59~:t?ebora. Hlnqerliter· 
. - - . . - at 27 4~207· for more infomotlon. 
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Student disillusioned by I.C. What piece of advice would you give your professors? 
Bill Quinn 
Exploratory '99 
Despite recent conferences, stu-
dent forums and promises from 
administration, Ithaca College still 
remains a place of disillusionment, 
dictatorship and hopelessness. As a 
third-year student at Ithaca Col-
lege, I have yet to be given or 
awarded the gifts that administra-
tors promised I would receive when 
I was a high school seniorapplying 
to school. Ithaca College was sold 
to me as a place of diversity, aca-
demic excellence and opportunity. 
When I arrived, I was fooled. I land 
foot on a campus with enrollment 
of minority students at 2 percent. 
Administrators acting as salesmen, 
professors as dictators. My hopes 
and dreams hanging in the air be-
cause I am an Ithaca College stu-
dent. 
tally and socially. Ithaca College 
does not allow such to occur. Par-
ents pay close to $23,000 a year for 
their child to attend a school that 
has forceful attendance policies, no 
reading weeks before final exami-
nation and no ethnic studies cur-
riculum. Ithaca College's commit-
ment to quality of education is un-
doubtedly questioned. Ithaca 
College's academic calendar grants 
the minimal amount of days for 
classes to be in session in order to 
be recognized as a private institu-
tion. Valuable professors are being 
lost left and right. Ithaca College's 
retention rate of professors i!'. worse 
than that of its students. 
Ii eve I am not in high school all over 
again. Ithaca College is a product of 
those who run it, not those who are 
a part of it. This is a sad but true 
reality. It is time to stop discussing 
the issues, teaching the classes and 
inviting the speakers and find solu-
tions. I am only 20 years old, but yet 
I feel old and tired; I wonder what 
has caused it? I issue a request/ 
challenge for 1996-97 Student Gov-
ernment Association representatives 
to live up to their platform and 
change the academic reputation, 
policies and practices of this school. 
It is one that treats the student as a 
child and not a maturing adult. 
"I think teachers should provide 
more opportunities to achieve a 
grade in a class." 
Eric Scanlon 
English '99 
However, even those who do 
remain, I still question their creden-
tials. Most professors do not allow 
students to interact, comment on or 
question lessons that are dictated in 
the classroom. I find it hard to be-
Edwin Robles 
TV-R '97 
Internal Affairs Officer, 
African-Latino Society 
Senior Program Coordinator, 
Office of Minority Affairs 
"Teachers should work together in 
their department to teach and grade 
more consistently." 
The institution of higher educa-
tion was established to allow stu-
dents to grow academically, men-
Stereotypes not educational 
Hollywood instills generalizations in society 
In a letterpublished in the 4/4/96 cause Hollywood and the mass me-
lthacan, Daniel Gold argued that dia perpetuate them. 
Jeremy Brodey 
Cinema & Photography '99 
Hollywood's incessant stereotyp- As the cliche goes, you cannot 
ing is both necessary and benefi- always believe what you see. Even 
cial, as it helps us to understand thoughGoldclaimsthathecan"dis-
people better. He also claims that tinguish Hollywood from real life," 
such stereotypes tend to be true, his assumptions seem to say other-
, and that we should stop complain- wise. 
liefs because that's not what makes 
money. For example, a film like 
"The Birdcage," laden with stereo-
types, positive or not, has become a 
huge success, not because you're 
supposed to understand those gay 
drag queens, but because you're 
supposed to laugh at them. And 
there should be no protesting. For 
this is a good thing. 
"Give me an 'A' or I'll break your 
knee caps." 
ing and "lighten up." But until it becomes less profit-
This logic is problematic at best, able to adopt such an apathetic atti-
dangerous at worst. If these stereo-' tude and play upori popular stereo-
'.tw.es rire, as Goldasserts, generally types, these images· are likely to 
'J :, :true, then that would meari that ri ~ remain dominaht: 
Lenina Rodriguez 
English Education '97 
majority of African-Americans are' Whith is not to say that Holly-
gangsters, and that Jewish people wood hasn't made any recent at-
are, more often than not, "greedy, tempts to quell the rantings of those 
selfish, domineering, obnoxious, dour, killjoy P.C. crusaders. "Phila-
self-righteous and cheap." It would delphia," for instance, wa,; hailed as 
meanthatgaymenareeitherswishy the first honest, non-stereotypical 
drag queens or psychopathic serial P.Ortrayal of gay men. The end re-
killers. And forget about lesbians. suit, though, was a film far too safe 
They don't exist. If Gold has any and antiseptic to be believable. 
reason to think such stereotypes are Hollywood doesn't like to chal-
largely true, then that is only be- lenge its ~udience' s established be-
If it's true that there is a "little 
subconscious part of your brain that 
does not like people who are differ-
ent from you," then it is U'ltimately 
more beneficial that people like 
Jesse Jackson, or the Gay and Les-
bian Alliance Against Defamation 
challenge these prejudices. 
"Never underestimate the voice of 
a student." 
Otherwise, what we're left with 
is complacency. And that is not 
understanding. It is ignorance. 
Kevin Sabatello 
English '97 
Letter unfairly portrayed 'Braveheart' 
Homophobia is a legitimate unimportant, because he was not Furthermore, it is also unclear in 
Photos by Gregory Scaffidi 
problem, but unfortunately it has thrown due to the fact he was gay. the article who the author claims 
also become a buzz word; Trendy, He was thrown after he arrogantly ever used the words 'sickeningly 
politically correct cliches are care- began rattling off his qualifications pale, frail and effeminate.' It seems 
lesslyoverused,andasaresultmany for an advisory position. Edward l to me that these are the author's 
people begin to stop taking them was upset because he was unquali- words used to strengthen his weak 
seriously. This was the case in the fled, not because he was gay. argument, and not an observation 
Student concerned 
about animal rights 
recent Ithacan letterto the editor. This is where the cliche of of the movie. I'm angry. Furious actually. 
Theheadlineread .. Homophobia homoph(lbia becomes a problem. Finally, the author claims that From petsonal experience I 
ideals promoted in Oscar-winning The author assumed that all vio- "Braveheart" asserts "that [when] know that dogs bring joy and 
'Braveheart. '" As I read, I found lence against gay people is violence gay men are ... really annoying, it's company to many people in this 
myself upset, but not at the alleged incited· by an element of okay to get rid of them." It is as world. They are used in nursing 
'homophobia' as I expected. It was homophobia. In this ca,;e, the vio- foolish to say that "Braveheart's" homes as company for elderly 
because the author had used flawed lence has nothing to do with message is that you can kill annoy- people, used in therapy with chil-
logic, and quoted secondary sorces homophobia. ing gay men, as it is to say that the dren and are wonderful friends 
without supporting them with any The author goes on to say that message of the movie "Seven" is to hundreds of people. So, it 
evidence. there is no historical evidence that that you can kill people for no rea- makes me very angry when own-
The author quoted from both Edward II and his lover were son. ers do not treat these wonderful 
"Newsday," "USA Today" and the sickingly pale, frail and 'effemi- It is common artistic technique pets with the respect and care 
Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against nate. • That is true. However. I do to take a point of view you disagree that they deserve. 
Defamation with respect to the not believe that the movie goes out with and write from it, to show its This issue came to the fore-
'homophobia' in "Biaveheart." It ofitswaytoassertthattheyarepale, foolishness. Nirvana. Pearl Jam front for me last week when I 
was not at all clear to me that the frail or effeminate. Edwmd II is and Stone Temple Pilots are just cameoutofthecampuscenterto 
author had even seen the movie, presentedasaninexperienced.awk- three bands that come in to mind findadogtieduptotherailingin 
and it seemed likely to me that he ward youth; He could understand- that wrote songs against rape by 20-degree weather in the snow. 
wrote the article simply based on -ably ·appear ~l to some. but it writing from the twisted minds of This was not the first time I had 
second-hand opinions. seemed to me tobeexplai~.by his the _rapist. It upset me to read the seen this particular dog left out 
"According to 'USA T~y,'" ageandine.rieitce,an(lootbyhis article in question. . in the cold weather.' 
.hewrote. "Audiences are 'pn~· sexual orientation. Historically, it As noble as the ·fight against Other student,; and myself 
tolaughwhenooegaycharacteris isagreedthatEdwardllwasaphysi- _homophobia is, we need to pick stayed with this dog, who was 
·- thrownout.awindow." Asa person . cally-strong you!h, bu~ it is also real examples to criticize. If not, sbaJcingwithcoldandfear, while 
who actually saw. the mevi~. I agreed that he was a weak, irica-. the people we are trying to get our another student went inside to 
wasn't laughing. I was shocked at pable king. I believe that it is the message to are going to write it off try and find the owner. When the 
and find some way to get this 
friendly dog out of the cold 
weather. While waiting for 
safety to arrive, the owner fi-
nally came out to get the dog. 
She showed no regret when I 
shared my concern for the dog 
being left out in the cold. The 
purpose of this letter is to con-
gratulate all of those dog (and 
other pets) owners who do prop-
erly care for their animals. But 
I especially want to urge those 
who do not to consider that these 
animals depend on humans for 
their well-being and to please 
re-evaluate their behavior. 
Unselfishly, pets bring so 
much joy to our lives and they 
deserve our best care possible. 
To those pet owners who do not 
care for their pets to the best of 
their ability, and specially to 
the woman who sees no prob-
lem leaving her dog in the cold: 
shame on you. 
,dM; sudden;IJ,ll!expe,cted violence of weakness that is seen in the movie. as an overreaction. owner could not be found and a 
the act. : No one· around me in the As for paleness and effeminaoce. I . camJKIS .safety offi~ arrived, I Kimberly A. Lacey 
, drdlJCihad.-·~e,ither . . didnotseeeitherofthecharacteris- JamqSl}arP 'astedthJ1officertopieaseassist , TV-R,'96 
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Housekeepers in Ithaca College 
residence halls ·keep them ... 
They are up at 5 
a.m. every morn-
ing. They clean 
all day. Yet they 
are always smil-
ing and willing to 
discuss the ever-
changing Ithaca 
weather. 
The housekeep-
ers here at Ithaca 
College do a lot 
more than take care 
of the weekend messes 
in the bathrooms. It is a long day 
(or.most, usually eight hours. They 
vacuum, do the linens, wash the 
Willis, scrub the toilets and mop and 
sweep the stairs. So what is it that 
keeps them in such good spirits? 
0
; .-"·1 love my students," Judy tllade said, a smile moving over 
her face. The 13-yearveteran house-
keeper is breaking from her full 
day. Her office is big and her desk 
holds pictures of family, while her 
cleaning tools crowd a comer. The 
door is open and music is streaming 
jn from the first floor hallway of 
Terrace 9. 
"I love it when they play their 
music," Meade said. "It shows me 
that they feel comfortable here, and 
that is what I want. My main goal is 
totrytomakeitasmuchlikeahome 
as possible." 
. It appears that all of the College 
housekeepers are charged by the 
energy that the students give them; 
that is why they are here. 
"I love being around the kids," 
Roberta "Bert" Thomas said. Her 
main battleground is the massive 
Terrace 7. She cleans the entire 
building in about eight hours. 
"l talk with I the students 1 about 
the weather, about Ithaca. It makes 
the day go by much faster. The kids 
are very nice," Thoma<; said. 
Thomas has worked all over 
campus. She finds more enjoyment 
working in the Terraces and during 
the day shift. She worked for 17 
years from 2 p.m. until 10:30 p.m. 
and then decided that she needed to 
see her husband and the daytime 
more. "I never used to be a morning 
person, but I've learned to do it," 
she said. 
This past Sunday, Thomas had 
her recognition dinner for being at 
Ithaca for 20 years. "I enjoy it. 
Hopefully I'll beherefor25 years," 
she said with a grin. 
Over in the West Tower, Bonnie 
Rumsey and Art Sims relax in their 
office after a long-day·of cleaning 
the 12 floors. Sims has a lot of 
stories about the College, as he has 
been here for 30 years. His co-
worker Rumsey is an eight-year 
veteran who used to work the grave-
yard shift, 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. She 
prefers the day shift. 
"IliketheTowers,"Rumseysaid. 
"It can be tough, though, when there 
are only two of us working on the 
whole building-it's a lot of work. 
But I like the work." 
"I enjoy the kids a lot," Sims 
said. "This year is the first year that 
men have been working in the 
women's bathrooms and women 
have been working in the men's 
bathrooms, and there hasn't been a 
problem at all." 
Conversation is always wel-
• 
The Ithacan / Kelly Burdick 
Barbara VanEtten scrubs the sinks In Hood Hall. VanEtten Is one 
of many housekeepers who clean Ithaca College residence halls. 
corned, but oftentimes, it is the ex- shin from the 10th floor." 
tra something that shows the house- "1 got a wreath from the 4th floor 
keepers how much they are appre- and a gift certificate from the 9th," 
ciated. Rumsey said. 
"The 11th floor gave me a big Both have endless lists of what 
plant," Sims said. "I just got a T- they have received in recognition 
"I love it when thev 
play their music. Ii 
shows me that they feel 
comfortable here, and 
that is what I want. Mv 
main goal is to tly to -
make it as much like a 
home as possible. " 
-Judy Meade, 
Terrace 9 housekeeper 
for their work. It makes them happy 
to know that the work they do re-
ally is noticed, as shown by the 
handmade cards from students that 
Sims and Rumsey have hanging up 
in their office. 
Meade remembers a surprise 
breakfast set up for her by some of 
her students a couple of years ago, 
along with other appreciative ges-
llires. 
"Two years ago some of my 
students adopted me as their 
'mommy.' They would ask me if 
their outfits looked all right. It was 
nice," Meade said. 
Thoma,; has al most a wal I ful I of 
little notes saying, "We missed you, 
Bert."' 
"They let me know that I'm ap-
preciated," Thomas said. "For Eas-
ter I got jelly beans. They are al-
ways saying how nice everything 
looks." 
They all agree that the summer 
is more demanding than the school 
year. Commencement, orientation 
and other visiting groups keep the 
entire housekeeping staff extremely 
busy. 
"I enjoy the change of pace in 
the summertime," Rumsey said. 
"By the end of the summer, I'm 
glad to see [the students] come 
back." 
Students don't let illnesses bring them down 
Chronic health problems have mainly 
positive effects on several students 
By Winifred Storms 
Ithacan Staff 
attaches _a pump with a pre-digested 
formula to a gastronomy tube which 
extends two inches outside berstom-
The stereotypical college stu- ach. This supplies her with the nu-
dent worries mainly about papers, trients she is unable to eat during 
exams and weekend plans. How- the day. "ltsoundskindofscarybut 
ever, for a few Ithaca College stu- it helps me so much," Sheldon said. 
dents, theirconcemsextendbeyond As a senior, Sheldon reflects on 
the academic and social aspects of how her illness has impacted her 
school. final days at Ithaca. 'This is a time 
FourlthacaCollegestudents liv- when (seniors] should have fun and 
ing with health impairment,; share be frivolous and not have to worry 
how coping with their illness or about anything. But I have some-
disability has af(ected their college thing to worry about. It's kind of 
experience. depressing," she said. 
"Having an illness has shaped Sheldon explains further how, 
how I look at things," Marty Sheldon because of her disorder, her time at 
'96 said. · . Ithaca ha.-. been spent differently 
· · Sheldon was diagnosed with · than the typical student. 
· gastro-inlestinal mobility disorder ''Th("; average college student 
when she was 16 .. ~y stomach is doesn~, have to deal with being in 
essentially paralyml so I don't _di~ · -: dJtl hospital or missi~g cJ~s. So 
•· feed .. she said At nisbs sbe l@11Grc1 s;nda PP bciuc a differepJ 
experience for them. I'm going 
through college with an illness 
which has hampered things for me," 
Sheldon explained. 
Yet, through her physical weak-
ness, Sheldon has found strength 
within herself. "I don't know how 
you could go through some of the 
things I've gone through and not 
come out of it a stronger person," 
she said. "But ifl had gone through 
the past four years feeling sorry for 
myself, I wouldn't have gotten any-
thing out of it. I feel I have gotten 
everything I could have wanted out 
of college," Sheldon said. 
Casey Scribner '96, who was 
diagnosed with a thyroid disease 
during her senior year of high 
school, agrees that her illness has 
made her mentally stronger. Due to 
herpoor health, Scribner felt differ-
ent than· her fellow students_ "It 
seemed like most of the people I 
knew were healthy and could stay 
up all nig'1t.' and do whatever the 
beU ibex wanted I meilQWbile was 
sick all the time so I couldn't relate 
to anyone," she said. 
During her sophomore year, 
medical complications forced 
Scribner to take a semester off. "I 
was having panic attacks, blurry 
vision and I was almost blacking 
out," she said. "When your health is 
totally falling apart and you have 
five classes with exams, [ college I 
is unbelievably difficult." 
However, after discovering her 
symptoms were caused by the high 
dosage of prescribed thyroid medi-
cine she was taking, Scribner' sdoc-
tors adjusted her medication level, 
a11owing her to continue her aca-
demic pursuit at Ithaca. 
"My last two years have been 
fantastic...only because I sort of 
went to hell and back and figured a 
lot of things out," Scribner said. 
"Now I'm in my last semester, I'm 
only taking three classes and I'm 
having the time of my life. It worke:d 
out really nicely. Whoeve(,-would 
have ttiou!!l111" sl'le said. ....,. · 
Scribner cites one reason that 
she overcame her recent bout of 
illness was because she had faith in 
herself. "l want to tell people who 
are having problems that you can 
overcome them. It's not easy but it 
can happen. You've just got to keep 
believing in yourself.'' she said. 
Caren Ellis '98, who has had 
insulin-dependent diabetes for 15 
years, believes her ailment has given 
her a purpose in life. An advocate 
for awareness of one's health. Ellis 
has been a peer educator dealing 
with diabetes, works at a summer 
camp for girls with diabetes and 
hopes to be hired by the American 
Diabetes Association after she 
graduates. 
"Of course I let my diabetes de-
fine my life. It has made me who I 
am, given me a lot of strength and 
made me more mature," she ex-
plained. "I was giving myself insu-
lin shots when I was five years old 
when most kids were still learning 
See ILLNESS~ilext ~--
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Don Wilson 
Sport Management '97 
• Born: May 30, 1975 
• Accomplishment I am 
most proud of: Still being 
academically eligible for 
graduation 
• What I would be doing If 
I wasn't at IC: Going to 
umpire school 
• Secret vice: Miami 
• What I'd like to get 
around to doing: School 
work 
• Things I can do without: 
Tori Amos fans 
• Person you'd most like 
to have dinner wtth: Peter 
Gammons 
• Who would play me In a 
movie: Frank James 
• What TV show I 
wouldn't miss: Baywatch 
• Three things that can 
always be found In my 
refrldgerator: Cheese, beer 
and penguin bars 
• Ithaca's best kept 
secret: Would someone 
please tell me 
APRIL 18, 1996 
Students play guinea pigs for money 
By College Press Service 
Medical monitors are st.upped 
to his waist and a synthetic antigen 
courses through his veins. Univer-
sity of Ma-;sachusetts graduate stu-
dent Michael Moretsky bravely 
faces the enemy: a pudgy orange 
tabby called Penelope and a sleek 
black cat named Sebastian. 
This time it took 45 minutes 
before his allergy to cats caused 
him to wheeze. Having been inocu-
lated with an experimental peptide, 
Moretsky reported that his allergic 
reaction took a full 15 minutes 
longer to kick in than three months 
earlier. That is when he first met the 
furry duo, who happily reside in the 
cat room at the New England Medi-
cal Center. 
Afterward, Moretsky, one of 
hundreds of students who earn ex-
tra money a,; experimental subjects, 
pocketed $405. "l knew the experi-
ment was for a good cause, plus I 
ILLNESS 
continued from previous page 
how to color." 
Yet Ellis does not want to be 
commended for living with diabe-
tes. 
"I don't see what I do a'> great. I 
have to take my shots. I have to 
check my blood sugar. I have to 
watch what I eat and exercise or 
else I would have been dead I 0 
years ag:o," Ellis said. 
Mollie Dusinberre '97, who has 
cerebral palsy, agrees with Ellis. 
She shares her personal philosophy 
concerning her disability. 
figured I could take home some that?' But we're not prisoners. The 
easy cash," said Moretsky, who money's good, the experiments are 
joined 270 other subjects in this one carefully monitored and you get the 
particular study, which seeks a po- extra benefit of having an extensive 
tential treatment for cat allergies. physical exam before each study. 
Like many college students, . Since my husband is going to be a 
Moret sky is always looking for physician, we just jump at chances 
ways to supplement his meager in- to further research and help im-
come as a graduate student. The prove medicine." 
flexible hours and the minimal de- Harvard University freshman 
mands of experiments make them Joy Liu figures she's joined at least 
ideal, he said. "It was my first time a dozen experiments since arriving 
as a research guinea, and it was on campus last fall-but her eam-
enjoyable," Moretsky a<l<li:d. "My ings haven't yet hit $200. Still, she 
friends may think I'm crazy for said, that's enough for late-night 
having done something so bizarre, snacks and a weekend trip to 
but I'd do it again in a heartbeat. snowboard. 
The cats were cute." "There's no tax taken out, no 
A lot of people have the miscon- Social Security," she said. "They 
ception that the researchers use par- just give you cash for basically do-
ticipants like rats in a laboratory, ing nothing. It's not harmful in any 
said Marian Krueger, who along way. I wouldn't do anything that 
withherhusbandhascollectedabout involved chemicals." 
$7,000 from experiments in the la,t Doing "nothing" so far has paid 
two years. "Some people say, 'Oh, Liu $80 for a sleep study requiring 
my God, how could you two do hertosleepwithelectrodesattached 
to an eyelid for four nights and 
perform several short computer 
tasks during the next day; $10 for 
reacting to 40 minutes of pleasant 
and unpleasant visual stimuli 
flashed on a computer screen; and 
$20 for two 45-minute sossions in-
volving placing a heavy metal 
weight. on her hand until painful, 
immediately followed by remov-
ing the metal weight and eating 
some flavored yogurt. "That one 
was pretty weird, but the experi-
ment had something to do with 
bulimia and testing the effects of 
pain from constant vomiting and 
eating," Liu said. 
Despite some reports of abuses, 
most experiments are governed by 
strict guidelines requiring research-
ers to obtain informed consent after 
disclosing all possible risks and 
side effects. Most student partici-
pants said they listen to the warn-
ings and are choosy for which ex-
periments they volunteer. 
AccENT Yoo~sELF 
Do you have a feature idea? 
Do you want your club 
covered in the Accent 
section? Contact Lauren or 
Christina two weeks in 
advance at 27 4-3207. 
'':'' 
'' 
.,, 
• Your biggest pet peeve 
about lthaca:The police 
• People may be sur-
prised to know that I: Was 
in a national Pizza Hut 
commercial 
"I don't want to be an inspiration 
to anybody because I think every-
body, in a way, should be an inspi-
ration to themselves," she said. 
"All we're doing is living our 
Jives. There's nothing extraordinruy 
or wonderful about that. You'd do 
the same thing if you were in our 
situations." 
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"My education at Touro Law Center 
provided me with just what I needed-
. a supportive environment where I had 
access to other students, faculty 
members, even the Dean, and a superior 
grounding in both the theory and practice 
of law. 
"As Editor-in-Chief of The Touro 
law Review, I was well prepared to go 
right to work. The demands of Law 
Review were commensurate with the 
demands of a large law firm." 
Touro's unique student-centered 
culture offers a legal edu~ation in an 
atmosphere of mutual respect, cooper-
ation, and collaboration. Faculty are 
committed to professional develop-
ment a~d excellence in teaching. 
Touro graduates, like Steven 
Schnitzer, are well prepared when they 
venture into the practice of law in 
today's competitive and ever-changing 
legal environment. 
·practice law 
. .. absolutely." 
300 Nassau Road ~ 
Huntington, Long Island, NY') 1743 
516-421-2244 Ext 312 • 516-421-2675 rax 
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Handwerker debuts senior exhibition 
By Anthony laffaldano although theex.hibit'sdiversitywas 
Ithacan Staff one of its more unique traits, it also 
The Handwerker Gallery will be created problems when he began to· 
hosting its final show of the year arrange the work in the gallery. 
from April 16-May 19. Not only is "You have to try to hang things 
this show the last of the season, but so that it's not just a hodgepodge. 
in the eyes of many student~ here at Usually it's easy to place sculpture, 
- Ithaca College, it is also the most because there are a lot of places 
important: the Annual Senior Stt.- where sculpture can go," Somma· · 
dent Exhibition. said. "[They l can go on the floor or 
Brian McCauley '96, one of the in the comer. There are only so · 
photography students featured in many walls, so if a lot of photogra~ 
the show, explained why the senior phy comes over, we can't hang it 
exhibition is so popular among the all." 
students. Pieces for the gallery must first 
"It's the only time that students· be passed by a jury and then sent to 
get a clear-cut chance to put their the gallery. Somma said that he 
work up. It would be great if there tried to hang the first and second 
was a student gallery that could choices of each.artist that made it to 
have student work going on all year the gallery. "It gets tough because 
long," McCauley said. ''We could we have space limitations," Somma 
get student work from other col- said. 
leges on an exchange. Something About50seniorsarerepresented 
where people can see the work more in the gallery'sshow, lending to the. 
often than just [ once at the end of spatial problems when it came time 
your] time here at school." to hang the gallery. 
The senior exhibition is the only In some instances, students feel 
chance for students from both the that there was too much work con-
Cerrache Art Center and the Park .tained in the Handwerker gallery's: 
School of Communications to have limited space. 
their work displayed together at Jaqueline Golay '96, a photog~. 
Ithaca College. rapher with three personal pieces 
The exhibition -is also a great . onthewallsoftbegallery,saidthat 
opportunity for graduating seniors she wished that there could be more, 
to see their work in a professional - space for individual artists on the. 
setting outside of the classroom: walls. 
.Karen Valenti '96wasimpressed · "I think that _it's a little too 
with the quality and diversity of the crowded with everybody's pictures.· 
work at the exhibit I think it would be nice if they mad(? 
"Ilike it a lot I've been to oilier separate shows both for the art 
art shows that they bring into-.the .scboolandforphotography,"Golay-
cajnpus that aren't student-done. I said. "I'm glad.that they.-w.ere able 
lik'e the senior show better," Valenti·• _to·fitinevecytbing that they did. It's 
said. ''They're really creative-and ·a great body of work." _ 
you can tell the creativity in the Stacey Sturm '96-·fek· that al- -
diJfercnti?P1u~ 'fhey ~Uall,f-, e~-~~,they 
bnng jn oi.lfor phe1ographs. _1'bisls , _ ·,.. tn,!ngmngly: 
a combination of everything:" · . · :~'It.-s g .. that people's works 
Tom Somma director of the aren't next to each other. They're 
Handwerker Galiery, had the task separate so that you can see differ-
ofmaking the final spatial arrange- ent work by different artists every-
ments for the show. He stated that where," Sturm said. 
Photo by Francine Daveta/ The Ithacan 
"01' Fashioned Hubris," by Zach Adelman '96, Is one of many exhibits at the senior art show. 
Although a great majority of the "I chose to take the sculpture ent perspective on their work. 
work represented at the show was class because this [sculpture] Maru '96,oneofthemorepromi-
tumed in by art and photography needed to get out of my head. It nent artists in the gallery with her 
majors, there is also a surprising would just stay there," Adelman six pieces, said that the gallery of-
amount supplied by non-majors. said. fered her a new view on her work. 
One of. the first pieces visible "What you see here in this piece "I usually don't look at mypaint-
through the entrance to the gallery would be in my head, while I was ings in this neat kind of space," 
was created by a non-major. Zach trying to do homework. The home- Marn said. "I'm used to the dark, 
Adelman '96-took-arr:lntroduction- workjost wouldn't end up happen- dirty studios. Now that evetytlnng 
to Scolpture,class to.extemaliz.e an ing," he explained. is arranged professionally, l think 
artistic idea that-had been floating Another. non-major, Rebecca [the art] looks much better." ··· 
in·his head.for close to a .year. · Fallcove '96; also uses art as a re- Perhaps the total experience of 
"Or Fashioned Hubris," the re- lease: S~·too"- a.minor in art be- theseniorexhibition was..bestsum-
sult, is a haunting sculpture ofplas- : cause she says that it relaxes· her. marized by the gallery director, 
ter and wire. His creation consists · ."I kind of did it to talce the pres- Holt. 
of sixteen skeletal figures seated sure off of the rest of, the work," "We have paintings, sculptures, 
around a wire cage. The cage con- Falkove said. She has two oil paint- books, floor pieces, hanging pieces 
tains other partial skeletons as well ings in the show. and prints. You can truly find any-
asdebris. Adelman tried to describe The show itself provides all of thing that you like [about art) here," 
the inspiration for his sculpture. the artists represented with a differ- he said. 
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Younger sibs bring magic 
By Scott Kanter 
Ithacan Staff 
weekend. For instance, on Friday, colored paper chains that Paul put 
12-year-old Blake got a personal around Kristen's neck. 
tour of the campus from his sister, After a series of more tricks with 
Magic. Karissa Graham '99. birds and jokes, Paul m;ked for 
It is that which amazes and "I think it's the perfect age to Katrina'sassistance.Heshowedoff. 
amuses us. It is that twinkling show him college life," Karissa said. the "dissecto machine," a kitchen· 
sparkle that makes kids smile and "It was fun. The food is really gadget that Paul said would cut 
makes adults feel funny. It is that good, and the classes were really anything. Afterademonstration on 
one golden moment when Ithaca fun," Blake said. celery, they put Katrina's hand in 
Collegestudents' little brothers and Thenthemagicshowbegan.Two the machine. There was a shriek 
-;isters visit. magicians in brightly patterned tux- from the audience. 
It is called Little Sibs Weekend, edos started the show juggling clubs. Then the blade came down with 
and this was the third time it took "The more danger, the more ex- · a sharp crunching noise. 
place at the College. During this citement," one of them said in a "Are you okay?" Paul asked. 
weekend, while students showed booming voice. "l'mfine,"Katrinasaidinahigh-
their little brothers and sisters They then took Blake from the pitched voice. Hand still intact, she 
aroundcampus,theStudentAlumni audience and had him hold raw took her seat near Kristen. 
Association and Office of Alumni ~paghetti in his mouth while they Then it was time for the balloon 
Association arranged special activi- juggled the clubs around him. "We animals. Kristen got a purple teddy 
ties for them. are professionals, we're just not bear with a red heart that she simply 
On Friday. April 12, the festivi- trained," said the other one, smil- adored. Some audience members 
tiesstartedwithanice-creamsocial ing. received silly-shaped hats: a cow-
and a ·movie. On Saturday, there Blake had to admit that he wa~ a boy hat, a rocket ship hat. a flower 
werebreakfastandcartoons,ascav- litlle nervous, but everything went hat and ajester's hat. To conclude 
enger hunt and a magic show. Ev- smoothly. Aftertheyweredoneand the show Paul and Dave brought 
erything was planned and ready to Blake had received his well-de- out more pasta and a whip. "Now, 
go. But then it rained. And what served applause, they revealed to people wonder, why is it a whip will 
was to become of the scavenger the audience that they were broth- crack?" Dave asked. 
hunt? ers. ''I'm Dave," one said. "It's because the tip of the whip 
"It made it interesting. We got a "And I'm Paul," the other said. is going faster than the speed of 
little drenched. We went home, In one trick, Paul held out a sound," Paul answered. 
changed and then had some soup," piece of paper for Kristen to tear. Dave then held the pasta in his 
Katrina Paulson '96 said. Her 11- She did, and Paul took overuntil the hand as Paul cut down the pieces of 
year-old sister Kristen was visiting. paper wa~ in 32 pieces. He then pasta bit by bit with the whip, al-
After the scavenger hunt, every- asked Kristen to blow on it; she most until the whip got to Dave's 
one went back to their rooms to refused and Katrina then did so. To fingers. They then took their bows 
wash off and relax before the magic the audience's surprise, he put the and received thunderous applause. 
show began. At that point, the broth- paper pieces in his mouth, and out Then outside the rained stopped, 
ers and sisters had time to recap the came a long series ofbeautiful multi- like-magic. 
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Magicians Dave and Paul entertain the audi~nce during Little Slbs 
weekend. Other activities included a scavenger hunt and cartoons. 
Seniors begin to prepare for life after college 
By Meaghan Ellingwood 
Ithacan Staff 
This isthefirstpart of atwo-JJart 
series about seniors' plansforafter 
iraduation. On May 2, these soon-
to-be-graduates will discuss what 
they've done to make the most of 
their last few weeks at Ithaca anti 
will update us on post-graduation 
plans. 
· Scott, Laurie, Jacob and Jennie 
are all about to do something dras-
tic. It will surely change their lives. 
It is a little bit risky. It is a little bit 
scary. What are they planning to 
do? Graduate. 
Scott DeCosta '96 is graduating 
after five years at Ithaca College. 
DeCosta, who is from Bermuda, is 
a general recreation major with a 
concentration in commercial recre-
ation and tourism. "I was floating 
around trying to find a major for a 
while," DeCosta said." At the time, 
I was dating someone who sug-
gested this major for me. Since 
Bermuda is based on tourism, this 
has worked out for the best.'' 
DeCosta ha<; a job lined up at the 
Marriot waiting for him back home. 
He will be put through manage-
ment courses and then get his ca-
reer on the road. He is in the process 
of trying to complete his internship 
on time at a small travel agency 
downtown. "I have todo 360 hours 
and only have 220 so far," he said. 
Laurie Gilman '96 is not as sure 
about her future a'> DeCosta is. The 
only thing they have in common is 
the upcoming grnduation. Gilman 
is majoring in fitness and cardiac 
rehabilitation. Originally from Mas-
s·achusetts, all throughout high 
school, Gilman kept herself in-
volved in athletics and fitness ac-
tivities. "Not only am I concerned 
about my own fitness, I am inter-
ested in helping the wellness of 
others," she said. 
Gilman has no job lined up, but 
she is looking. The one thing that is 
stressing her out the most at this 
time is her job search."l've been 
sending out resumes and trying to 
find connections," she said. "I'm 
just taking it one day at a time." 
Jacob Stein '96 is a marketing 
major trying to wind up his final 
semester here. He lives in Pennsyl-
vania but is hoping to find a job 
down south, possibly in Atlanta. 
He has been busy doing job in-
terviews with il number of different 
companies, including Wallace In-
corporated in Philadelphia, his 
brightest possibility so far. "Wallace 
is the only place that gave me a 
second interview," Stein explained. 
Stein's marketing strategy cla'is 
is stressing him out the most right 
now. This course is the capstone 
course to his major. "Ifl don't pass 
this I have to come back in a year to 
take it over," Stein said. 
Finally, Jennie McKown '96, 
originally from New York, will be 
graduating with a B.S in fitness and 
cardiac rehabilitation. "I've already 
been through three majors. I was 
not aware that this major even ex-
isted and only really got into it this 
year," McKown said. 
Her biggest stress factors right 
now are the work from her classes 
and trying to make money. She has 
two jobs and not much free time. 
McKown does not technically 
graduate until September, upon the 
completion of her internship at a 
hospital in Syracuse, N.Y. The in-
ternship will last for six weeks dur-
ing the summer.. . - ,. 
After that, Mc Kown is not quit'1; 
sure. "A lotofpeoplealreadyknow, 
exactly what they are going to do, 
and I just don't," she saici. "But I 
think I have things in perspective. 
I'm not going crazy. I go out run-
ning to manage my stress." 
These seniors all have different 
feelings about entering the real 
world. For Decosta, the experi-
ence will be nothing new. "I've 
been working for my dad's con-
structioncompanysince I was nine," 
he said. 
Gilman is nervous. "I'm excited 
to start a new pha.<;e, but scared to 
leave the old," she said. 
Stein issimplynotready. "I don't 
want to deal with the boring sched-
ule of going to work every day. 
After that, the years start to fly by," 
he said. 
McKown is fed up. "I'm sick of 
work. I just want to go someplace 
warm," she said. 
Although these students are each 
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going in different directions, they· 
do have one thing in common-
they are reluctant to leave their 
friends behind. 
"It is especially difficult being: 
an overseas student and living so 
far away," DeCosta said. "I am go-
ing to miss them all. I have such 
good friends here." 
"It is sad leaving everyone be-
hind," Gilman said. "I have estab-
lished a good group of friends here 
and now I have to start aH over." 
"This is the same thing that hap-
pened in high school," McKown 
said. "We are all leaving behind our 
friends again. Except this time I 
have developed much closer rela-
tionships-these friend-; are like my 
family. I hope to keep in touch 
forever." 
The students also had some sug-
gestions for the underclassmen. 
"Make sure you see all of Ithaca," 
DeCosta said. "There is so much 
here to see and do that you may 
never know about." 
"Make the most out of every 
day, even if it sucks," McKown 
said. "Just laugh." 
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By Lauren Bishop 
Ithacan Accent Editor 
They filled the room. They 
spilled out into the hallway. They 
watched their friends and relatives 
in the choir sing their hearts out. 
But it wa,; a rather unique choir that 
drew au of these people to Ithacare 
on Saturday. This was the Ithacare 
Intergenerational Choir, comprised 
of lthacare residents and students 
from Ithaca College. 
The Ithacare Intergenerational 
Choir began when John Krout, ger-
ontology professor and director of 
the Gerontology Institute at Ithaca 
College, talked to department heads 
about the then-new institute in 1993. 
Music Lecturer NancyTittelbaugh-
Riley learned that Krout was look-
ing for a way to involve older adults 
in music and talked to her music 
students about the idea of starting a 
choir at Ithacare, an adult home, 
with Ithaca College students con-
ducting and singing in the choir. 
Now the choir has 42 members, 
including 18 College students, two 
graduate students and 22 lthacare 
residents. · 
Krout said that one of the ben-
efits students can gain from work-
ing with Ithacare residents is that 
they can learn about older people 
and dispel the negative stereotypes 
they may have heard. 
"Older people are quite wonder-
ful," he said. "lthacare residents are 
not the most healthy, but" they are 
fully ·capable [of participating in 
the choir]." 
Most of the songs the choir per-
forms are three-part pieces, said 
Tittelbaugh-Riley, who does some 
coriducting for the choir. Saturday's 
performance, which had the big-
gest turnout so far, included one 
piece in Latin and a few songs in 
unison. The residents also read po-
etry in between songs. 
"l love these people dearly," 
Tittelbaugh-Riley said. "They're 
willing to be themselves and share 
themselves with you. They'll talk 
to you about theirpainsand troubles, 
but they're also willing to share 
their joys, and they want you to 
meet their families. And they love 
college students," she continued. 
"[The students] bring a sense of 
youth and adventure [to the choir]." 
One of these students is Ginette· 
VanDerVoorn, a graduate student 
who has been involved with the 
choir since January 1995. She is 
Tittelbaugh-Riley' s a'isistant in con-
ducting and organizing the mate-
rial. She first heard of the choir 
when she was enrolled in 
Tittelbaugh-Riley's Creative Arts 
for Older Adults class. Before she 
joined the choir, she had mostly 
worked with children. She said the 
· choir brought her study of music 
education to another level. 
"People living longer need to 
have enjoyment and enrichment in 
their lives, and music is the best 
way to do that," she said. 
Not only has VanDerVoorn's 
education benefitted from the choir, 
but her personal life has been en-
1iched as well by bridging the gap 
between the generations. 
"I've made a lot offriends, and I 
can call them friends," she said. "I 
no longer have a fear of aging." 
Fellow choir member Steve 
· Paparo '96, a music education ma-
jor, first became involved in the 
choir when Tittelbaugh-Riley asked 
hitn to sing for a ·concert last year 
when one ·of the other members 
couldn't make it. He said he had a 
great time at the concert and de-
cided to continue participating in 
the choir. This pa'it Saturday, he 
conducted a fairly difficult piece 
for the choir, Orlando Dilasso's 
"Hosanna In Excelsis." 
··The group thought it was too 
hard at first, but I knew it was 
possible," Parara said. 
He used two methods to moti-
vate the choir to perform the piece. 
First, he had three students perform 
the three-part piece so the lthacare 
residents could get an idea of what 
it sounded like. Paparo also pro-
vided a countdown incentive chart 
showing the progression the choir 
made through the piece during each 
rehearsal. 
"It was a slow process, but we 
got there," Paparo said. 
Like VanDerVoom, Paparo has 
benefitted from the choir on both 
educational and personal levels. He 
said he learned problem-solving 
techniques, such as how he could 
convince the choir members that 
they could perform a fairly difficult 
piece. On a personal level, he has 
met many new friends, two of whom 
he is very close to. 
"I enjoy sharing with them and 
talking with them," he said. "They 
have expressed their thanks to me 
for being there, and it's a pleasure 
for me too." 
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Gretchen Preneta '98, also a 
music education major, is assistant 
conductor for the choir. Presently 
in her third semester in the choir, ------------------------
she first heard about in while en- ~ · 
rolled in Tittelbaugh-Riley'sClass- ~ PHYSICAL 
room Instruments course. ~ THERAPY 
"I like being a part of something IN THE 
that helps older adults," she said, ~ AIR FORCE. 
explaining one of her reasons for 
her involvement in the choir. "!The Discover a challenging, 
residents I are part of something I as rewarding future that puts 
well], so they come back." you in touch with your skills. 
Althoughnomoreperformances Today's Air Force offers ongoing 
are planned for this semesterJ re- oppor;tunities for professional 
hearsals are still held from 7:30 to development with great pay and 
benefits, normal working hours, 8:30 p.m. every Wednesday night 
atlthacare,locatedon I ISS.Quarry complete medical and dental care, 
St. Tittelbaugh-Riley said the choir and 30 days vacation with pay per 
year. Learn how to qualify as an 
is open to anyone, al though some Air Force physical therapist. Call 
knowledge of music would be help-
ful. 
"If you're not involved," 
VanDerVoornadded, "you're miss-
ing out." 
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learn to get a higher score! 
Attend a free 90-minute class: 
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• find out about our money-back guarantee* 
April 20 is Free Class at Kaplan lth~ca Center! 
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Classes teach 'Real World 
101' and other life skills 
:.,'!'Ill;-_ 
Colleges realize 
importance of 
everyday living 
By College Press Service 
At MIT's Fourth Annual Charm 
School, students enroll in courses 
like "Nerd Love," where they learn 
how to ask for a date. At Texas 
Christian University. seniors sign 
up for a seven-course "fine dining 
experience" where they pick up tips 
on how to eat difficult foods such as 
artichokes and Cornish hens. At the 
University of California-Santa 
Barbara, students scale rock walls 
to prepare for upcoming job inter-
views. 
ls this how one earns a 
bachelor's degree in the 1990s? 
While four years of discussing 
Plato and memorizing French vo-
cabulary makes fora well-rounded 
person, it doesn't necessarily pre-
pare students for the challenges of 
life after graduation: landing a job, 
negotiating an apartment lease, 
managing finances, even grocery 
shopping. So in the past few years, 
numerous colleges have created 
intensive, innovative workshop pro-
grams to help students master real-
life skills. 
"We feel students are entering a 
complex world, a very different 
world from that of their parents," 
said Carolyn Ulrickson, director of 
career services at Texas Christian. 
Indeed. MIT Charm School's.slo-
gan reads: "When being brilliant is 
not enough ... " 
A course called "Real World 
IOI," taught by retired General 
Motors executive George Spaulding 
at the College of Charleston, guides 
students through how to buy a car, 
a house, insurance and how to use a 
credit carp wisely. lnternctive lec-
tures in how to be a critical con-
sumer. the pros and cons of mar-
riage versus living single and how 
to function effectively in a pluralis-
tic society are offered to students at 
Augustana College in Illinois. 
Of course, the biggest challenge 
for most diploma-seeking individu-
als is how to secure a job after 
grnduation. Today's changing and 
uncertain job market makes that 
tough, say college administrators. 
"More kids than ever before are 
the first generation in their family 
to go to college," points out John 
Gardner, director of the National 
Resource Center for the Freshman 
Year and Students in Transition. 
"They can't get much career plan-
ning support from their families." 
At the University ofCalifomia-
Santa Barbara, students prepare for 
the encroaching job search with 
outward-bound type outdoor expe-
riences. 
Weekend overnight retreats and 
"adventure exercises" such as rope 
courses, scaling a rock climbing 
wall and navigating a giant spider 
web help students to overcome what 
Dennis Nord, associate director of 
career services at UC-Santa Bar-
bara, calls "perceived physical risk." 
Small group discussions then link 
these risks to career metaphors. 
Nord says that at UCSB, students 
who participate in the adventure 
exercises score higher on a career 
test that rates students' confidence 
in their own job skills. 
The Rochester I~titute of Tech-
nology also relies on physical chal-
lenges to encourage team building, 
leadership and risk--taking. A big 
red barn on campus'houses boul-
ders, ropes, high wires and nets. 
Students can earn a "Fit To Hire" 
certificate to present to potential 
employers. The certificate is earned 
by passing a battery of strength, 
flexibility and blood pressure tests 
and is signed by RIT's president. 
Students said they felt the certifi-
cate gave them an edge when com-
peting for jobs because many com-
pani"es are cost-conscience about 
health care. 
Is academia becoming a mere 
boot camp for corporations? What-
ever happened to John Dewey's 
belief that education is not the means 
to live a life, but is life itself. Phyllis 
Burst. director of career services at 
Muhlenberg College, suggests that 
colleges are experiencing "the 
vocationalizingofliberal arts." Ris-
ing tuition costs, too, make the pure 
pursuit of study without a tangible 
job at graduation more of a luxury. 
Mulhlenberg College sopho-
more Jeremy Rosner said the pur-
pose of his college education is "to 
get you prepared and give you the 
tools that you'll need in the job 
world." His work shadowing expe-
rience at Muhlenberg helped him 
realize that he'd like to pursue hos-
pital administration. 
Yet junior Jill Hoffman said thal 
college is supposed to ''direct you 
somewhere in life. to find your true 
interests." While majoring in Span-
ish, Jill has prepared for a secure 
future by taking pre-med courses. 
But ha-; there been too much 
emphasis on adjusting to the world 
after graduation? 
Dan Zevin, who speaks at many 
real-life college events and is au-
thor of"Entry-Level Life: A Com-
plete Guide to Masquerading_.L'i a 
Member of the Real World," points 
out that "special workshops are a 
great idea, but after taking them, 
students have come up and:.said 
how nervous and self-conscious 
they now are about their future." 
At MIT, Zevin made an anxious 
auditorium of Charm School 
"graduates" laugh away tensions 
with humorous advise, such as. "in 
resume writing, always use the word 
'liaison,' forexample. 'adishwasher 
is a liaison between the soap and the 
dishes."' 
BE KIND TO 
YooR M0Tt1ER •.. 
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Students give 'Fantastick' performance 
Brand-X combines the talents of Ithaca and Cornell 
By Christina Levere 
Ithacan Staff 
"It's kind of like Romeo and 
Juliet with a twist," said Pete Rose 
'96, executive producer of "The 
Fanta'iticks." "There are two chil-
dren in love, their fathers are feud-
ing, the children, of course, want 
what they can't have, but there's a 
surprise ending," he said. 
The play, "The Fantasticks," is 
being produced by Brand X Musi-
cal Theatre, which is currently in its 
third season. It stars students from 
both Cornell University and lth..:ca 
College. 
"When Bmnd X first started, it 
got a big draw. The students were 
very interested, and there was this 
realization that musical theater was 
lacking," said Rose, who also plays 
Hucklebee. 
"Brand X started as an organiza-
tion that was open to the public, so 
it didn't cut off any talent," Fiona 
Santos '97 said. She is the musical 
director and choreographer for 'The 
Fantasticks." 
Santos first got involved with 
Brand X when she was a student at 
Ithaca College, but she has since 
transferred to Cornell. 
Rose himself auditioned for the 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Perfonnances at the Kaufmann Auditorium in Goldwin Smith 
Hall at Cornell are on April 19 at 8 p.m., April 20 at 2 p.m. and 8 
p.m. and April 21 at B p.m. Tickets are on sale at the Willard 
Straight Hall.Box Office for $6. Call 255-3430. 
Performances at the Kitchen Theatre as part of the Kitchen 
Sink series are April 26 at B p.m., April 27 at 2 p.m. and B p.m. 
and April 28 at 2 p.m. 
Tickets are on sale at the Clinton House Ticket Center for 
$10. Call 273-4497. Tickets for all performances are available at 
the doGr. 
play as a joke but really took things 
seriously when he got the part. He 
later took over for production. 
"[Unfortunately] I did three 
months of work in three weeks. I 
really didn't want to produce my 
senior year, but it has been a great 
opportunity," he said. 
"The Fantasticks" is performing 
at two locations: the Kaufmann 
Auditorium at Cornell and the 
Kitchen Theatre on 120 N. Cayuga 
St. But the extra preparation in-
volved with different locations 
hasn't hindered anyone's progress. 
"Doing production is difficult 
because the actors aren't perform-
ing in one set location," Cornell 
studentJoshuaSteiner'97 said. "But 
I just have to get the actors and the 
stage set up, then it'sjust a matter of 
transporting them." 
"The hardest thing is that we 
don't have a home theater to prac-
tice in, so we move from rehearsal 
space to rehearsal space," Santos 
said. "It's a very difficult thing, 
because it's a pretty big produc-
tion." 
Despite setbacks, like losing the 
narrator, El Gallo (Bob Barth), at 
the last minute, the cast and produc-
tion of'"The Fantasticks" are confi-
dent that audiences will love this 
interpretation. 
"There's something about the-
ater that brings people together. This 
is a timeless story. Anyone who has 
seen this once will want to see it 
again," Rose said. 
Courtesy of Brand-X Musical Theatre 
The cast of "The Fantasticks" strikes a pose. Performances are at 
Cornell and the Kitchen Theatre on select dates throughout April. 
Laughter class, although funny, is not a joke 
University of Maryland professor encourages students to study and analyze why people laugh 
By College Press Service February issue of "American Sci-
entist." "Everyone laughs the same 
Lau~h. G~ ahead. Laugh~ way: chopping up breath into little 
~an t do it on demand· Why fifteenth ofa second [blasts], and it 
not. . reoccurs regularly. Some vowel-
And by the way, what exactly 1s ri like sounds change (example: ha, 
laught~r,an~whendopeoplelaugh_? · ha or hee, hee), but it's basically 
Umvcrs1ty of Maryland-Balt1- these little pulses of sound." 
more County (UMBC) professor Toconducthisresearch,Provine 
and neuroscientist Robert Provine ordered his students to hit the streets 
has answers to these questions. For in search of laughter. Despising 
Provine, laughter is no joke: it's a what Provine calls the "canned re-
science. He and his students have search" that was the norm during 
studied thousands of people's ha- his own graduate student experi-
has, hee-hees and ho-hos. ence, the professor sent three of his 
"First, we analyze the sounds of undergraduate psychology students 
laughter," says Provine, whose with notebooks into local malls, 
study of laughter appears in the cafeterias and other environments 
·PotNT OF V1EW 
Get your point across in a letter to the editor. 
Choose your topic and start writing! 
where they could find laughter. The 
goal was to eavesdrop on anony-
mous conversations and record them 
when laughter occurred. "I thought, 
what kind of crazy idea is this?" 
admits former eavesdrqpper-
turned-medical student Lisa 
Greisman. "It didn't sound like re-
search." 
ButGreisman and her colleagues 
took copious notes on more than 
2,000 cases of natural laughter: 
When do people laugh? Who was 
laughing? Did researchers notice 
gender differences? ·But what 
Provine and his students discov-
ered could have significant ~ial 
implications,especiallyfor women. 
See the Opinion page for addition information. The JTHA CAN 
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According to Provine' s research: 
• Laughter is almost exclusively 
social. You are 33 times more likely 
to talk to yourself than to laugh to 
yourself. Laughter actually causes 
laughter. That explains why those 
smart television producers still use 
laugh-tracks on sitcoms. 
• Laughter occurs more in re-
sponse to a dr_oll statement, than it 
does after a joke or story. 
• Speakers generally laughs more 
than the people they are speaking 
to. But here, Provine and his stu-
dents found that gender played a 
significant role. 
Generally speaking, women are 
better laughers. But a male speaker 
SAYE A TREE 
is more likely to get laughs than a 
female speaker. I fa woman is speak-
ing-no matter what gender her 
audience is-she's less likely to get 
a laugh. 
Chicago-based comedienne 
Caryn Bark suggested what Provine 
and his students are seeing is a 
prejudice against women being 
funny. "[People] don't expect 
women to be funny, so they don't 
get it at first," she explained. 
Before becoming a professional 
comedienne, Bark worked at an 
office and found that her humor 
made people uncomfortable. Even 
on dates she'd have to say she was 
kidding, she said. 
Please recycle this Ithacan. 
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92 WICB'S TOP TEN 
1. "Champagne Supernova" - Oasis 
2. "Big Bang Baby'' - Stone Temple Pilots 
3. "Big Me" - Foo Fighters 
4. "Machinehead" - Bush 
5. "Salvation" - Cranberries 
6. "Only Happy When it Rains" - Garbage 
7. "Zero" - Smashing Pumpkins 
8. ''Too Much" - Dave Matthews Band 
9. "Ladykillers" - Lush 
10. "Drown" - Sun Volt 
WICB's Top Ten is based upon weekly air play at WICB. 
SOUND BYTES 
Various Artists 
"Twisted Willie" 
Rating:7 
• Okay, so the Willie in the title is 
indeed Willie Nelson. But, as the title 
suggests, it's Willie with a twist. The 
twist has alternative artists taking a 
shot at performing Willie's greatest 
(and some not so great) hits. This 
gamble has mixed results. Highlights 
include The Presidents of the United 
States of America ripping through 
"Devil In A Sleepin' Bag," the Reverend 
Horton Heat teaming with Willie for 
"Hello Walls" and Gas Huffer giving "I 
Gotta Get Drunk" the frantic delivery it 
deserves. But Kelley Deal's duet with 
Kris Kristofferson is too depressing 
even for a country song and Steel Pole 
Bathtub's "Ghost'' is too heavy on the 
feedback to be enjoyable. Still, with tax 
time over for the year, what better way 
to celebrate than with Willie and some 
of his new friends. 
Buddy Guy . 
"Live! The Real Deal" 
Rating: 9 
• Anybody who saw Guy tear up Cornell's 
Bailey Hall last year knows the power of 
his live performances. Until now, Guy has 
never released a CD of his live work. This 
CD, recorded in Chicago and New York 
with G.E. Smith and the Saturday Night 
Live Band, along with piano legend 
Johnnie Johnson, delivers everything it 
promises. This is the real deal, the real 
Buddy Guy, tearing through soulful guitar 
solos and belting out blues with a feeling. 
The 13-minute "I've Got News For You" 
showcases Guy's guitar mastery and lets 
the rest of the band have their moments in 
the spotlight, too. He does not let up 
throughout. "Damn Right I've Got The 
Blues" and "Let Me Love You Baby" 
should be required listening for blues 
lovers. This CD is perfect. for those who 
can't afford the new Clapton boxed set but 
need their blues guitar god fix. 
Compiled by James Sigman 
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'Rhymes' busts out 
Solo debut by ex-LONS·member is impre~_sive 
By Moses Stacks 
Ithacan Contributor 
With hip-hop in -the current state that it is 
in-arrests, murder trials, the east coast vs. 
west coast debate-it is nice to see an old 
shining star from the new school, Leaders of 
the New School that is, come out with some-
thing that is true to the roots of the genre. 
Tahiem Smith, a.k.a. Busta Rhymes, 
brings hi, raw, Old Dirty Bastard-sounding 
voice anJ wicked rhymes to his solo debut 
"The Coming." The I 3-track album is chock 
full of old-style call and response jams and 
booming basslines. ''The Coming" opened at 
number one on the Billboard Top Rhythm 
and Blues Album chart and number six on 
the Top 200 last week. Rhymes also recently 
opened the April IO Nassau Coliseum con-
cert featuring LL Cool J, R. Kelly, Xscape 
and Solo. 
In "Do My Thing," Rhymes just does 
what he does best-<lrop mad rhymes with 
his deep, raspy voice. With a chorus that 
sings, "Watch me·get down and just do·my 
thing baby," and lyrics like, "Hit you with 
magic I ike I was Pocahontas," Rhymes draws 
all attention to himself to let everybody know 
that he truly can MC, or move the crowd, the 
true meaning of the acronym. 
The true heart of this disc, though, comes 
from the middle tracks "Abandon Ship," 
"Woo Hah!! Got You All In Check" and "It's 
A Party." 
On "Abandon Ship," which features fel-
low Flipmode Squad member Rampage The 
Last Boy Scout, Rhymes and Rampage alter-
r.ate through lightning-quick rhymes that 
propel this duo into the league of the elite for 
many years to come. 
At the end of "Abandon Ship," the de-
lightful interlude "Spacet written and per-
formed by Galt MacDermot, reminiscent of 
video game background music, leads into 
MUSIC REVIEW 
Busta Rhymes 
"The Co~ing" 
Executive Producers: Busta 
Rhymes and Rick Posada 
Featuring: Rampage The Last 
Boy Scout, Zhane, a-Tip, 
Jamal, Redman, Keith Murray, 
Lord Have Mercy, Dinco, Milo 
and Charlie Brown 
the hottest rap single in the land, "Woo Hah ! ! 
Got You All In Check," which has nailed 
down the top spot for the past five weeks, 
according to Billboard Magazine. "Woo Hah" 
is the theme- song for this album. Rhymes 
again rips through the track with crazy lyrics, 
releasing energy at every line. 
Add a little rhythm and blues, courtesy of 
the sweet voice ofZhane, throughout "It's A 
Party," and you receive a pleasant surprise 
that should move up the radio charts this 
summer. When combining R&B and hip-
hop on a track, it always seems the chemistry 
from the different styles meshes well. 
"Ill Vibe," a duet with Q-Tip, is a laid-
back groove, that will impress most listeners, 
but after that the album becom~s somewhat 
disappointing. When you see a song featur-
ing Jamal, Redman, Keith Murray, Rampage 
and Lord Have Mercy, you have high expec-
tations, but "Flipmode Squad meets Def 
Squad" just doesn't deliver. Neither does the 
Leaders of the New School reunion on "Keep 
It Moving." 
Hip-hop fans have been waiting for "The 
Coming" for a long time, and Rhymes deliv-
ers. He proves his thesis that he states in the 
introduction, "Hip-hop is a way of life," 
virtually throughout the whole album. 
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MOVIE LISTINGS 
April 18-April 25 
CINEMAPOL.IS 
277~6115. 
Flirting with Disaster- 7: 15, 9:45, 
Sat. and Sun. 2: 15, 4:45 
Family Thing- 7:15, Sat. and Sun. 
2:15 
Starmaker- 9:45, Sat. and Sun. 4:45 
FALL CREEK 
272-1256 
Braveheart- 7:00, Sat. and Sun. 2:15 
Leaving Las Vegas- 7:15, 9:35, Sat. 
and Sun. 2: 15, 4:45 
Dead Man Walking- 7: 15, 9:35, Sat. 
and Sun. 4:45 
Things to Do In Denver When You're 
Dead-10:00 
HOYT'S PYRAMID 
MALL 257-2700 
Fargo 
Mrs. Wlnterbourne 
Celtic Pride 
The Bird Cage 
Sense and Sensibility 
Oliver and Company 
Sgt. Bilko 
Primal Fear 
James and the Giant Peach 
Fear . 
Kids in the Hall: Brain Candy 
Please call theater for movie times 
SABWEEKEND 
FILMS 274-1386 
12 Monkeys- Fri. and Sat. at 7:00, 
9:30 and midnight 
Priest- Sun. at 8:00 and 11 :00 
. . 
'Flirting' is no disaster 
By Walter McIntosh 
Ithacan Staff 
As its title implies, .. Flirting with Disas-
ter" is a movie that is not afraid to court 
danger-not just in the fictional situations 
faced by its characters, but also in the style of 
filmmaking adopted by David 0. Russell, the 
director. Russell is not one to tread the conser-
vative side of good taste; his only previous 
directing credit is for "Spanking the Mon-
key," a dark comedy about an incestuous 
mother-and-son relationship. However, he 
does have an uncanny knack of treating char-
acters with respect, despite the often humili-
ating situations he puts them in, so that the 
audience remains sympathetic to the filmic 
vision rather than becoming offended at his 
innovative perversity. "Flirting with Disas-
ter" is not as dark as Russell's previous movie, 
but it is just as uncompromising in its ability 
to find humor in and implicitly critique many 
of the images and stereotypes we take for 
granted in I 990s America. 
The film's story revolves around the quest 
of the adopted Mel (Ben Stiller), a somewhat 
neurotic young professional, to meet his ge-
netic parents. Accompanying Mel on what 
turns out to be a madcap search across America 
are his wife (Patricia Arquette) and a hilari-
ously incompetent social worker (Tea Leoni). 
From New York to San Diego, Michigan to 
Texas, Mel is mistakenly reunited with a 
succession of eccentrics who tum out not to 
be related to him at all. Along the way they 
meet up with two unusual federal agents who 
accompany them to the final rendez-vous 
with Mel's actual parents, a couple of ex-
hippies (played by Alan Alda and Lily 
Tomlin), who, these df!)'s, have another very 
weird son of their own. 
As the plot twists and turns in highly 
amusing but improbable ways, it is the keenly 
observed details that make "Flirting witb Di-
sa<;ter'; .both funny and entertaining. A fine 
ensemble of actors do the well written script 
justice and prevent the characters from be-
MOVIE REVIEW 
Flirting with 
Disaster 
Directed by David 0. Russell 
Starrlng Ben Stiller, Patricia 
Arquette, Tea Leoni 
1111 lllllea l'ltls nmvlll IPom 1 (Wlll'lt) ID t O (best) 
coming overblown stereotypes. It is espe-
cially rich to see the veteran comedy actors 
(Alda and Tomlin as well as Mary Tyler 
Moore and George Segal as Mel's adoptive 
parents) play against typecasting in their roles. 
Moore's character is an overbearing Jewish 
mother who boasts of plastic surgery and 
brow beats her husband, but she is also sym-
pathetic in her mid-life insecurities and con-
cern for Mel. Similarly, Stiller :L<; Mel exudes 
an endearingly human clumsiness and inter-
personal awkwardness while at the same 
time being charismatic enough to make Mel 
a compelling central character. 
Russell has directed a movie that can be 
admired both for its comic creativity and its 
ability to tread the fine line between incisive 
satire and overblown cynicism. He knows 
the buttons to push to tap into the preoccupa-
tions of contemporary American society-
adoption, car jackings, federal agents, plastic 
surgery, racial .\nd sexual identity and female 
underarm hair are just some of the elements 
that are featured and lampooned in "Flirting 
with Disaster." What is more important, 
however, is that Russell does not just use 
these elements for their shock value or a 
sense of post-modern hipness. Rather, they 
are contained as subtle twists (such as a black 
van driver returning Mel's sweater instead of 
stealing his car) that, while straining the 
bounds of good taste for some, surprise the 
audience by working against stereotypes seen 
in the media at large . 
., 
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DIABOLIQUE 
Rating: 5 
• This movie is two movies in one. One 
is very artistic and well-crafted; the other 
is a piece of junk. One is very serious and 
· dark, the other is silly and light. Some of 
the best scenes occur when Sharon 
Stone and Kathy Bates exchange insults 
in a game of sorts. We see the 
schoolmaster's mistress (Stone) and wife 
(Isabella Adjani) violently kill this tyrant 
(Chazz Palminteri) in a bathtub. This is 
when the movie is at its best: great point-
of-view shots and good, nail-biting 
scares. The way that the director uses 
and films some sequences involving 
water are excellent. However, once the 
body disappears, the movie starts its 
slow and steep decline into what 1s an 
almost laughable ending. 
KIDS IN THE HALL: 
BRAIN CANDY 
Rating: 6 
• This funny but ultimately disappointing 
comedy marks the feature film debut of 
the super-talented sketch comedy group, 
the Kids In The Hall. The group's mem-
bers play multiple roles, including female 
characters. The plot is about an antide-
pressant drug that works too well. While 
the "Kids In the Hall" television show 
was, at times, the funniest thing on tele-
vision, the actors seem restrained in the 
movie. Although the show was based on 
comedic anarchy, the Kids seem content 
to play it by the numbers at times. The 
ending is too pat and rushed, which 
leads me to wonder why the original 
ending, involving an armed uprising, was 
changed. However, there are enough 
laughs to make it worth the ticket price. 
Compiled by Scott Kanter and 
Ken Borsuk 
FILMS Presents ••• 
Fri. ~nd Sat. at 7:00._p,n, 9:~0-pni 
a·o(f .Midnight .:_ -
• Sunpay· at _8·;.00~-~nd' 11:00 
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PERSONALS 
When we listen for the callbacks 
there will be no mistake .... Red 31; 
Blue 422! Model search America, 
here we come! 
M1cl'lela1, 
You're too much of a diva! So sashay 
down the runway and tear up the 
set! Go girttriend! 
Justin 
FOR RENT 
Only 100 feet to Simeon's! Quality 
building, furnished, carpet, intercom, 
laundry, microwave, tvlounge. $370 
up, including utilities. Bus at corner 
to IC. Quiet people. Genuine value! 
273-9462. 
Absolutely beautiful four bedroom 
apartment conveniently located on 
South Hill. All recently renovated 
and nicely maintained with large, 
bright rooms. With 24 hr on-street 
parking and laundry, new furnace, 
insulated.347-4513 or 347-4689 
2 or 3 bedroom furnished apts., 
balconies, covered parking, on site 
laundry, wall to wall carpeting, spa-
cious rooms, large closets, on bus 
route, starting $225 per person. 1 O 
or 12 month leases. A GREAT LO-
CATION. JAMES E. GARDNER, 
JR. 277.-3232. 
3 Bedr6om Furnished Apt. 2 o r 3 
people-Adjustment for 2. Parking. 
509 S. Aurora St. 10 mos lease. No 
security deposit. call 277-3937 or 
272-9185. 
3 bedroom 1 1 /2 bath furnished 
TOWNHOUSES on South Hill. 
Washer, Dryer, Hardwood floors, 
patio, parking, trash removal. June 
or August leases from $265 per 
person. JAMES E. GARDNER, JR. 
277-3232. 
FOUR BEDROOM CAPE COD 
hardwood floors, fireplace, finished 
basement, washer/dryer, 2 car ga-
rage and parking lot, near upper 
Buttermilk, avail June 1 call for ap-
pointment 273-9300. 
Coddington Rd.- Excellent loca-
tion. 4 Bedroom House. Available 
8/1/96. $250 per person plus utili-
ties. call 273-5257 or 275-9703. 
FOUR BEDROOM completly fur-
Student Apartments 
walking distance 
to 1.c. 
off-street parking 
for more information: 
272-1115 
Townhouses 
• South Hill 
• Beautiful Views 
of Cayuga Lake 
• Hardwood floors 
• Laundry hook-ups 
and full basements 
• Furnished or 
Unfurnished 
CLASSIFIED 
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nished, brick fireplace, hardwood 
floors, parking, across the street 
from IC $285 per bedroom avail 
Aug 20 call for appointment 273-
9300. 
ITHACAN CLASSIFlEDS Deliver by 5 p.m. Monday to 
The Ithacan 
APARTMENTS-STUDIOS 1,2,3,4 
bedroom furnished, carpeted. 96-
97 leases call 272-9361 days 277-
4783 eves. 
Classified ads: $4 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Personal ads: $2 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Add $1 per line for any bold or all-capital words within the line. 
Pre-payment is required for all Classified advertisements. 
Ithaca College 
Park Hall, room 269 
Ithaca, NY 14850-7258 
Phone: (607) 274-3207 
FAX: (607) 274-1565 Duplex 4 bedroom apts fully fur-
nished non-coin operated washer/ 
dryer dishwasher balconies parking 
call 273-8576. 
Ad text (please place one character per space): 
HOUSES 4 or 5 bedroom furnished 
carpeted96-97 leasescall272-9361 
days or 277-4783 eves. 
----------------------------------
Location, Location, Location-
Prospect & HIiiview Pl.: 2 and 3 
Bedroom Apts .• in duplex houses. 
All apts. are furnished & most have 
off-street parking. Apts. are 
aavailable Aug. 1, 1996. For more 
details call Peter or Kathy273-5370. 
If we aren't home leave your name 
& number & we will call you back. 
Date(s) to run ________ _ Category ___________ _ 
Name 
--------------------------------
Address ___________________________ _ 
Phone SPACIOUS TOWNHOUSES:3-4 
bdrms, 11/2 baths, recently remod-
eled, free garbage removal & park-
ing, washer/dryer, balcony &patio. 
please call 257-1725 
--------------------------------
Nice Studio and 1 Bedroom 
Apt.Sunny, well-maintained. Heat 
and parking included. Downtown 
near Commons. Available June or 
Aug. $3385 & $465. Scot @ 273-
4781. 
3+4 Bedroom Apartments Down-
town- Parking, spacious, many 
amenities. Some w/ dishwasher, 
fireplace, 2 baths, etc. CALL TO-
DAY 277-6961. 
6 Bedroom- Fayette ST. Spacious, 
dishwasher, microwave, parking-
LOW utilities. GREAT 
PRICE ... ONLY $2551pp. 2n-6961 
1 Bedroom apt Spencer St. $360/ 
mo includes heat. Private entrance. 
Lease starts June 1 call 272-4146 
One bedroom near commons and 
close to I.C. Hard wood floors, quiet. 
$460, lease starts June 1st. Includes 
heat. Call 272-4146 
NYC loft style studio apt. Avail. now, 
$490/month incl. heat. 14 ft. ceiling, 
8 ft windows, wood floor, laundry on 
site, convenient downtown location, 
call 533-7414. 
3 person apt. $300 each includes all 
utilities, parking, mostly furnished. 
No pets. $.Aurora St. Available 
August 1. 272-7726. 
3 person apt. $300 each includes all 
utilities. Mostly furnished. No pets. 
Pleasant St. Available June 1. 272-
7726. 
NEW LISTING! TWO BEDROOM 
APARTMENT at the foot of South 
Hill. Close to Commons and Bus 
routes. Furnished, with laundry and 
parking.ONLY $320 PER PERSON 
includes all utilities. 275-8237 
GRADUATION WEEKEND! Beau-
tiful:rHREE BEDROOM SUITE with 
kitchen a'nd living room. Sleeps up 
to eight. Cheaper than a motel and 
right here on South Hill near the 
Commons. $150 per night, three 
night minimum. 387-5897 
Graduation Weekend private home 
4+bedrooms, linens, flowers.fun call 
273-6425 
SOUTH HILL DOWNTOWN 1 BR 
AVAILABLE NOW APPLIANCES/ 
SECURITY 300+ 256-2488 
Linn St. 8 room house, 5 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms.· No pets. 10 month 
lease. -Available August 1. Please 
call 277-7498. 
3 person apt. $300 each. 2 persons 
$400 each, includes all utilities, park-
ing, furnished. No pets. S. Aurora 
St. Available August 1 272-7726. 
3 person apt. $300 each. 2 persons 
$400 each, includes all utilities. Fur-
nis~ed. No pets. Pleasant St. Avail-
able June 1. 272-7726. 
Apt for rent 3 spacious bedrooms 
hardwood floor, off st. parking. 
washer & dryer. $900 includes heat. 
Call Rich. 272-4146 Spencer St. 
2-3 bedroom apartment Large 1 
bedroom apt for 2 people. Walk to 
campus, off street parking. 10 month 
lease 272-5263. 
House for Graduation Weekend! 
Coddington Rd 1/2 mile from cam-
pus. Sleeps up to 7 adults comfort-
ably. Fully furnished including lin-
ens, dishes, pots and pans, etc. 
.Tames E. Ga:r«t:oer, .Tr •. 
\ 
H,E.&T,.. EMTA..TE 
A G:rea,"tie:r 8el.ee"t:l.o:n. o:I'. 
.£...pa,:r"tID.e:n."ts :I.II. -t;h.e 
I-t;b.a,ea, .A..:rea, 
Collegetown 
Downtown 
Lake Front 
South Hill 
Efficiencies to 8-Bedroom Houses 
Furnished and Unfurnished 
Quality Units at Affordable Prices 
24-Hour Maintenance Services 
277-3232 
.&OM !W. ~oil:a, ·-tree-t 
Great for outdoor picnic. May 17, 
18, 19 $500 Certified Properties Inc 
273-1669. 
pus in spring? Call 275-5442 to sub-
let a 3 bedroom townhouse close to 
campus&dowritown, 'ullyfumishe~ 
SUBLET .. with patio & garage from Jan 15-
·: May 15, 1997. · ··· · 
Available one··rm in new clean "3 -
bedroom apt. Hillview,halfwayfroni 
commons to IC. Two very nice fe-
males as roomates. Contac.t 275~ 
8243 ASAP. ' , • 
Summer Sublet- 3 bedroom house· 
for June and July. Great price and 
location. -For more info, call 275-
2837. 
Skis For Sale. 185 K2 ~ira~ors t 
$150. 165 Blizzards - $75 or·best 
offer. Call 277-9436. l 
5 person house near TCl.arge Irving '91 Nissan Pathfinder PW windows 
and dining room, kitchen and PW locks, alarm, 10 disc, leather, 
sunroom. 2 full baths, much more! Call 277-9436. 
laundry.parking. Funii~ .cl~.--E · $16.90wu ... · ··/Ca "bbe June -Aug $3.00 ·each. c"atrt' urope . 1Vlt1~1CO _n _ ~n-
ASAP-256-8302 $189 RT & Domestic Destinations 
. Cheapl!IFYOUCANBEATTHESE 
2 bedroom apt. Downtown near the PRICES START YOUR OWN 
commons. living room, kitchen, DAMN AIRLINE.Air-Tech, Ltd.2-12/ 
bath, porch and parking. Furnished. 219-7000e-mail info@acrotech.con, 
$275each Cail 256-8302 web http://campus.neVacrotech. 
GREAT LOCATION-96B (between 386sx computer 13in svga color 
IC/downtown). 2bdrm in 3bdrm monitor 120mb drive, modem, 
house. Remodeled washer/dryer printer $450 or best offer. Call 273-
garage 6/1- mid Aug. $280- nego 8609 
Call Jen 275-5245 
Live at College Circle this Summer! 
Great rates! 2, 3, 4+5 bedrooms. 
Rent a room/entire unit. Furnished, 
free parking, coin-op laundry. Call 
607-277-1221 M-F. 
Summer Sublet on Pleasant St. 1 of 
3 bedrooms, BIG rooms. Sub.let 
from May 22-August 1. Call 277-
9436. 
Summer sublet 1 bdrm 146 
Coddington Rd. call Tahl 256-7150 
Want to go away fall & live off cam-
EMPLOYMENT 
Summer Jobs: $11 .. 25/hr. or com-
mission. Advertising sales. Sales 
experienced helpful but not neces-
sary. Training provided. Work close 
to Ithaca.Car recommended. Call 
Steve Gorman at 800-865-9200 for 
details and application. Metro_ Mar-
keting group. 
COUNSELORS needed for top NYS 
CO-ED camp. M/F Group Leaders 
(21 +), lacrosse, dance, gymnastics, 
ceramics, bask'etball and baseball. 
CONTINUED on next page 
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LIFE IN HELL • BY MATT GROENING 
1'M TO"t"ALL':, FREAkl:0 
OIJT' 0.J Tl-IE SuBJEC.T OF 
0Et\ll4. IS TM~E Aw'7tllltlG 
!,ou CAw SA'J•O 
QEASS-UR.E ME1 
(J; .. ,..-_ . •,. 
,i,' r •• 
MISTER BOFFO • BY JOE MARTIN 
l'l'X, Jrieloli,1., loc; n ... , i.-,1,1o, ,.,._, I, 
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CLOSE TO HOME 
a BY JOHN aylCPHERSON 
l/-9 
"No more emptying the litter box for us! I've 
trained her to crawl through our heat duct until she 
reaches the basement of the neighbors in 4-C, 
where she uses their cat's litter box!" 
"I swear, all I did was hit the trunk release lever!" 
CLASSIFIED CONTINUED . 
Must be 19+andavailableJune26-
Aug. 23. Top salaries and working 
conditions. on campus Interviews 
Sunday Aprll218t-11 :30AM· 1 :30 
PM, South Meellng Room, Stu-
dent Union. Please ca11711M23- · 
8129 lnadvanceforappolntment. 
CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED: 
. Trirndown Fitness, 008d camp lo-
catecf in the Catskill Mountains of 
NY. Al! Sports, Water--skiing, Ca· 
noelng, Ropes, Lifeguards, Crafts, 
Dance, Aerobics, Nutrition, Kitchen, 
Office, 120 positions. -Call Camp 
Shane. (BOO) 292-2267. 
National Pslcs,Beach/Mt. Resorts, 
Ranches, Rafting Co.'s now hiring! 
Naionwidel 500+ employers! Call 
(919) 932-1489 ext. R112 
Alaska Employment-Fisheries 
now hiring! Eam to $3,000-$6,000/ 
mo! Airfarelf;loom/Boardl Free 
I 
Video w/ program! Call (919) 932-
1489, ext. A112. 
GREAT FUN GREAT EXPERI· 
ENCE GREAT SALARIES! Cabin 
counselors and specialist for excel-
lent PA over-night children's camp 
located 35 miles north of Philadel- , 
phia locally call ~mpus rep Rachel 
at 275-4434 otf"camp office 1-800-
543-9830. 
EARN $500or·more weekly stuffing 
envelopes et home. Send long 
SASE to: Country Living Shoppers, 
Dept. H4 PO Box 1n9, Denham 
Springs.LA 70727 
Teach English In Eastern Europe 
Conversational English teachers 
needed in Prague,· BUQapest, or 
Krakow. No teaching--certlficate or 
European langua~s required. In-
, expensive Room & Soard + other 
benifits. For info. call:(206) 9~1-~ 
ext. k52311. 
Alaska Summer Employment-
Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3,000· 
$6,000+permonth. room and Board! 
Transportation! MaleorFemale. No 
experience necessary. Call 
(206)971-3510 e>Ct.A52313 
Teac,i English Abroad-Make up 
to $25-$45/hr. teaching basic con-
versational English abroad. Japan, 
Taiwan, and S. Korea. Many em-
ployers provide room&board+other 
benefits. No teaching background 
or· Asian languages required. For 
info call (206)971-3570 ext. j52314 
Cruise Ships Now Hiring- Earn up 
to $2,00+/month working on cruise 
shipsorl.andtourcompanies. World 
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Carib· 
bean, etc.). Seasonal and full-time 
employment available. No experi-
ence necessary. For info 
call(206)971-3550 ext. c52315. 
Summer work available! MAKE 
$6,00011 Travel! Possible college 
credit available. Positions still avail-
able. Open to all majors. lnterviews 
being held. Call 387-8237. South· 
western Co. 
SERVICES 
HORSEBACKTRAILRIDINGAND 
BAJA GO-CART RENTAL AT 
MOSES MOUNTAIN (315)497-
3412. 
Europe$169OW. Mexica/Carribean 
$189 RT and domestic destinations 
cheap. IF YOU CAN BEAT THESE 
PRICES, START YOUR OWN 
DAMN AIRLINE. Air-Tech, Ltd. 
(212)219-7000. E-mail:info 
@aerotech.com. Web: http:// 
campus.net/aerotech. 
JONA THAN BLUM, E_51 _t!torney 
at Law Traffic violations and other 
problems 256-0025. 
HAVE YOUR CAKE Gourmet cus-
tom made desserts and special oc-
casion cakes. Perfect for birthdays 
and Graduation! (607)272-0204. 
Storage: Cars for $1 a day. Low 
rates for boats, R.V.'s, large items . 
Call Vehicle Barn at 607-844-4790. 
Did you know that The Ithacan can 
be reached via Internet? Place your 
classified ad by sending e-mail to 
Ithacan@lthaca.edu. 
Graduation Announcements for 
the Senior Class of 1996 are avail-
able at Davis Graphics. Located in 
The Park Tower at Terrace Hill 102 
Prospect St., Suite 102. Call 277· 
6793 for an appointment. 
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A.II. 
A morning newspaper makes a lot of 
sense when you think about it. 
On May 6, breakfast in Tompkins County will 
never be the same. The Ithaca Journal's new 
morning edition will provide you with a timelier 
newspaper that you can use throughout the day, 
regardl~ss of your schedule. 
And starting next Monday, look for a number of 
content improvements. 
Whether you're looking for more information 
about on-line activities or more places to go in 
the area, you'll find the news you're looking for 
in the new Ithaca Journal. 
Check us out! 
The Ithaca 
JOURNAL 
123 W. State St.• Ithaca· 7.74-9290 
:it \VE'RE BACK !!!! -- 108 W. GREEN ST -
1. CHEEZE 
MOZZARE.J.L,\. RJCOITA MD PARMESAN 
2. VEGGIE 
BROCCOLI. MUSHROOMS. PAR.\tESA,."11. 
MOZZARE.L.U. & RICOTTA 
3. 'fwIUGHT ZoNE ® 
SAUSAGE. MOZZAREilA & SPICES 
4.RONI 
PE.PPERONT. MOZZAREl.L\ 6c RJCOTIA 
5. OH!Z0NE 
STEAK ANO 0-!.EE.SE 
6. SPEED ZONE 
12. MEA1Y 23. SCHOOL ZoNE ® 
MEATnAU.5. ONIONS lie MOZZAR.Ell.A STfAK. MUSHROOMS lie MOZZAllELIA 
13. Low CAL-ZoNE ® 24. CORDON BLEU 
BROCCOLI. CHEDDAR. !RE/\DED CHJCK£N. HM1. 
MOZZAJ\£1.l,\ & GA.RUC AMERlC\N lie MOZZAR.El.L\ 
14.MAUIWOWI 25. NEUTRALZoNE 
PINEAPPLE. HAM. lie MOZZARlll.ACHEE.SC B,EADED CHICK£N. HITT SAUCE 
ONJONS.cCHEDD>Jl 
15. END ZONE® 26. DROP ZONE 
STEAK. PEPPEJI.S, ONIONS lie MOZZARELLA BREADED CHICICEN. PEPPERONI. 
MOZZAREUA 0c JU COTTA 
16. LoADING ZoNE 27. BBQ CHICKEN 
BREADED Ci-fICXEN. PEPPERS, 
ONION lie MOZZARE.U 
17. TIMEZONE® 
BRE/\J>EDO{]CXEN. 8.\CON, 
CHEDDAR 0c BBQ.SAUCE 
28. BBQ STEAK 
';PINACH. MOZZAR.E!.!A RICOTTA & GARLIC l'EllPE.RS, ONIONS, MUSHROOMS. STEAJC. MOZZARU!A AMERICA." 
CHEESE.88QSAIJCE lAOZZAJ\£1.l,\ I< RICOTI4 
7. SOUTHERN CAL. ZONE 18. CHEESEBURG 29.PFSTO 
HA.\iBL'RG A."'-1D OiWE WITH HAMBURG, BACON. MOZZAllfl.lA PESTO, TOMATOES 
MEXICAN SEASO?',,t!NG MOZVJl£l.LA & CHEDDAR 
8. HAMzoNE ,19.PARKINGZoNE® 30. TESTING ZoNE 
BACON. HAM. M02.Z.ARE.LU. & RJCOTr A BREADED CHIClCEN, 
B.OCCOU t< MOZZAREUA 
BREADED Of!CKF,I<. MOZZARELLA. rESTO 
9. CHICKEN P ARME-ZoNE® 20. DANGER ZoNE ® 31. Rom N' SHaooMs 
BREADED CHICKEN 'Ct1'TH 
MOZARil.l.A & PAll.\iESA.."-1 
10. EGGPLANT 
HAMBURG. CHEDDAR O!EESE. MEXICAN 
SEASONING. ONIONS ll< HOT SAUCE 
21. STRIKE ZONE® 
BREADED ECCPl..A.t,.'T. CAJU.lC &: MOZZARf.I.U SPINA0-1, BR.EADED EGGPLANT, RICOTTA 
GARLIC lie MOZZAAllL\ 
1 I. COMBO 22. ITHACA ZoNE 
PEPPEJt0,.1. SAUSAGE. PEPPER.I. 
MUSHROOMS ll< MOZZAllUA 
5.<~SAGE. PEPl'ER.S. ONIONS l!c MOZZARlllA 
PEPPEJtON!.MOZZAIIWA. 
R.ICOITA &: MUSHROOMS 
32. TURKEY CLUB 
TIJRXEY. TOMATOES. BACON. 
MOZZAREl.l.At<AMEJUCN-l • 
33. SPINNER 
SPJNACH,MOZUJW.1.A, RICOTTA. 
CAJU.ICl!cBltQOEDOIICICEN . 
/0:-,.;1. on·:\ r D.P [)(ll·(,l I• ·r O !N.11 I II, /0'.\I ,, 
1111:\C:\ • L'.\l,\',S • l :co:--:i's • l'I :,.;:--; S 1'\TI 
"NEW" 
"NEW-
"NEW" 
- HOURS - -PRICES-
MONDAY - THURSDAY 11:00 AM - 2.00'AM ALL CAI.ZONES IINCtUDESTAXI ....................... $4.50 ·'-
FRIDAY - SATURDAY 11:00AM-3.00AM COKE, DIET COKE, SPRITE ..................... S .75 
SUNDAY 11:00 AM - 1.00 AM · SNAPPLE ........................................................ S .15 
WE NOW CARRY SNAPPLE - RASPBERRY TEA. LEMON TEA. PINK LEMONADE, 
AND KIWI STRAWBERRY! ____________  ___________ _ 
I $1°0 O.FF· I .3. FOR $1.2 I 
I ANY 2 CALZONES I ANY 3 CALZONE$ . I 
IExpires 5/31196 One coupon per 2 calzones I Expires 5/311% One coupon per 2 calzoncs I f2FFIEECOKESr2FREesNAPP[Es1 
I WITH PURCHASE OF 2 CALZON~S I WITH PURCHASE OF 2 CALZONES I 
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Passion at play, 
Art and athletics 
are connected by 
"Sport is art because it is a human artifice that allows you 
to experience your own destruction. Art is about total 
annihilation, the annihilation of the self, the self becomes 
the work. " -Associate Professor Dr. Stephen Mosher 
• 
expression 
By Laura Beltman 
Assistant Sports Editor 
It's not only in the swing of the arm, or the 
power of the legs. It's not only in the grace 
of the style, but in the precision of the move-
ment, and the passion of the athlete. 
Art has been related to sport since ancient 
times. Primitive men and women portrayed 
the hunt on the walls of caves; the ancient 
Greeks linked athletics to ritual sacrifice. 
While the most obvious connection between 
art and sport is seen in the aesthetic aspect, 
the connections exist in many fonns. 
Researcher David Sansone defines sport 
as the ritual sacrifice of physical energy. This 
is confirmed by examining sport in Ancient 
Greece, where the finest of the flock was 
singled out to be sacrificed to the gods and 
the idea of giving up the most valuable was 
prominent. Athletics were a means to test 
who was the fastest, who could the throw the 
farthest; to determine who wa-; worthy of 
being sacrificed to the gods. By an athiete's 
willingness and expenditure of energy, he 
was proven to be the sacrificial victim. 
The relationship has to do with physical 
movement. First-year student Sarah Playtif, 
a long distance runner, says her sport is a way 
tt>-relay personal feelings. 
"Running is ;isort ofa form ofexpression, 
or release, to get emotions out," Playtif ex-
plained. "All sports have an art to them, the 
c09~~t~~tion, the w;:iy people use t~_eirfod_ies 
and the muscles." ' 
Senior crew member Pam Hasse agrees. 
The spontaneity of athletics like perfor-
mances, is unique and cannot be duplicated. 
"It's a moment in time, where we're going 
to do something together, and it's going to 
Photo illustration by Scott McDermott 
work or it's not," Ha,;se said. "When it does, 
it compliments everyone in the boat. Each 
component of the team has its own character-
istics, let it be brightness, enthusiasm or 
calmness." 
While the aesthetic is more obvious in 
sports like gymnastics, diving or figure skat-
ing, some people sense the art in all sports. 
Senior shooting guard Vince Perrine says 
that any rehearsed and performed movement 
of the human body is what makes athletics 
artistic. 
"Dunking is the best example of basket-
ball a~ a form of art," he said. "It's like ballet 
in that you're flying through the air, and 
everything ha~ a certain style and it comes to 
that one point of the ball going through the 
basket." 
Gymnastics Head Coach Rick Suddaby 
said the art is both in the performance and the 
movement. 
"Any efficient quality movement 1s an art 
form in itself," he explained. 
Carolyn Straughan, an art history profes-
sor, says the relationship has to do with 
vision. Watching a lot of basketball lately, 
she says the agility and the coordination of a 
player getting through all of the people in his 
way requires strategy and fines~e. 
"People always talk about point guards 
being able to see the entire floor," she said. 
"And what is supposed to he so magnificent 
about Michelangelo as a sculptor is that it 
seems he could see what he wasn't actually 
looking at or couldn't, possibly, actually see 
with his eyes. That sort of intuitive knowl-
edge of where they are in relation to each 
other and dist,inces that one can't actually 
see, they are very related." 
Senior football player Dave Nebon says 
the relationship also involves passion. 
"With football, there's a certain expres-
siveness because when you play full speed 
without hesitation, thoughts and actions are 
See SPORT IS ART, next page 
Games washed out 
Tuesday and Wednesday's games postponed 
Bombers continue to 
skid on muddy fields 
_ The Ithacan / Scott McDermott 
Bucky Freeman field (above) has seen Its share of rainfall this season. The weather 
caueecl the cancellation of all athletJc·contests on Tuesday and Wednesday. 
By Matt Yale . "We have been up and down. 
Ithacan Sports Editor . We were trying to get some 
Rain, rain go away; come again another · ,tt · · 
day. Thisisthefamiliarcryofspringathletic momentum going aJl,er winning 
teams at Ithaca College in recent weeks. five in a row, and then we get 
Last Tuesday, all four contests were rained out for an entire week-
washedout. Thewomen'slacrosseteamwas end." 
supposed to host SL Lawrence, but the con- -George Valesente, bead coach 
_testwasmovedtoApril24. The men's tennis. 
By Darryl Haberman 
Ithacan Staff 
Saturday's Ithaca-Clarkson matchup 
at the Upper Terrace Field was played 
under treacherous conditions. The con-
tinuous rainfall called for a game to be 
played in the mud. The slippery condi-
tions were only fitting for a team slipping 
away from the elite in the league. The 
Bombers had a decent showing but could 
not get past a never-say-die Clarkson 
squad. 
MEN'S 
LACROSSE 
The Golden Knights picked up their 
first victory of the season, beating the 
Bombers 12-10 in a comeback win. Ithaca 
was looking for consecutive wins for the 
first time this season to get them back on 
track towards a playoff berth. Clarkson 
wanted to get a win under their belt after 
losing their first six games to start of the 
season. The game marked the 28th con-
test between the two foes. The Bombers 
have beaten their rivals on a consistent 
basis, holding -a 21-7 lead in the all-time 
series dating back to 1969. 
This game was quite different than 
many of the other showdowns over the 
26-year span. Mud pits crowded the field 
ancf the squalling wind added to the diffi-
match at Alfred was changed to April 22, and 
~ softball doubleheader at LeMoyne has 
been bumped to April 30'. The baseball team's 
scheduled makeup against Cortland was can- cult playing conditions. 
celled and will be played on F.riday.T h e The first 7:00 of the contest was a 
. gameagainstCortlaoowaspushedto Wednes-
day:· . · ' . · 
men's lacrosse game scheduled against preludeonhowtherestofthegamewould 
·cortland at the Upper Terrace Field was be played. Clarkson got on the board first,. 
pos~poned until today. . notching a goal I :03 into the opening 
attacker Jason Pacioni got the Bombers 
back to a tie. The squads traded goals the 
rest of the way. Sometimes it looked like 
the squads were playing follow the leader. 
The Bombers would score three consecu-
tive goals and the Golden Knights would 
answer with three strnight of their own. 
Clarkson then notched four unanswered 
goals, but the Bombers came back with 
four of their own. 
Sophomore attacker Joey Hope evalu-
ated Pacioni's contributions to the team 
this season as both of them make up two-
thirds of the starting attack core. 
"!Pacioni) has definitely stepped up," 
Hope said. "I see real potential in him and 
you can't ask anything more of him." 
Pacioni is second to Hope in team scor-
ing. Hope ha~ amassed 20 points through 
six games while Pacioni has collected 18 
points. Pacioni is the team leader in goals, 
though, with 16 to his credit. 
The second quarter scoring began at 
:47; Hope scored his eleventh goal of the 
season. Clarkson came back as Matt Leo 
scored his third of his five goals on the day. 
The Bombers' second quarter scoring had 
everything to do with Hope. After his early 
goal, he a<;sisted Bob Karlson' sat 5: 14 and 
added another goal 3 1/2 minutes later, 
giving the Bombers an early 6-4 advan-
tage. · 
Scott Vantine, who ripped the Bombers 
for seven points during the game, got the 
Golden Knights back even with the Bomb-
ers before Clarkson later went ahead by a 
goal to end the first half. Vantine had three 
goals and four assists to lead his team to 
victory. 
However the· weather-re.lated problems 
continued on Wednesday. The baseball team's 
T}ie.baseball team also had two double- quarter, but one minute later first-year See LACROSSE, next page 
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SPORT IS ART 
Continued from previous page 
one," he said. "In football, the unity 
of 11 men moving towards one pur-
pose is inspiring." 
Sports are also good subject 
matter for art. According to Harvey 
N. Grut, former art director of 
"Sports Illustrated," sport and art 
are two arenas of human achieve-
ment that share a kinship and a 
synergy irresistible to the creative 
illustrator. Artists say there is a 
connection between the physical 
form and movement. They try to 
capture the energy and physicality 
of sport. 
Senior art major Rebekah Lamb 
says sport is artistic in the fluidity 
of movement. Focusing on the lines 
and curves the body makes during 
movement, she does large scale 
paintings to show expression, move-
ment, and emotion of the human 
body. While a dunk happens in a 
split second, it takes Lamb six hours 
to recreate the image. 
"The motion and fluidity of the 
body in sports is certainly reflected 
in a lot of art work and that's what 
I concentrate on in my paintings," 
Lamb said. 
LACROSSE 
Continued from previous page 
The Golden Knights held Ithaca 
scoreless in the fourth quarter as 
they scored three goals to hand the 
Bombers their fifth loss of the 
spring. Head Coach Jeff Long said 
that the team played for the full 60 
minutes Saturday, something that 
lacked in previous games. 
"The nice aspect of the game 
was that we played a full game," he 
said. "[In the fourth quarter] we 
both had opportunities. Clarkson 
"If you look at sport as the ritual sacrifice of 
physical energy, it becomes a lot more interesting. 
The excitement is not in winning or losing, it is 
getting to the point where absoltitllf;verything is. 
on the line. And on one side is total success and 
the other side is total destruction. '' 
-Dr. Stephen Mosher, a-;sociate professor 
of exercise and sport science 
Art major Jesse Merandy '97 
says the physical body itself is one 
of the main components of art. "As 
sports go, it's the motion of the 
body. Trying to represent that is the 
biggest challenge," he said. 
Dr. Stephen Mosher, a professor 
:n the School of Health Science and 
f-1 u man Performance, says that sport 
can be more than we perceive it to 
be. In eastern cul tu res, which allow 
people to look at sport as more than 
meeting a goal, it is more linked to 
religion and ritual. He cites the 
samurai fighting and Japanese base-
ball, where, he says, the goal is to 
reach a tie. 
"If you look at sport as the ritual 
sacrifice of physical energy, it be-
just took advantage of them." 
The South Hill's attack was led 
by Hope, who gained three goals 
and two assists in a losing effort. 
Pacioni pitched in with two goals 
and a handful of others helped out, 
finding the net once. 
The Bombers game versus 
Cortland was postponed yesterday 
due to horrible field conditions. 
Midway through the first quar-
ter, the Bombers chalked up a pair 
comes a lot more interesting," 
Mosher said. "The excitement is 
not in winning or losing, it is getting 
to the point where absolutely ev-
erything is on the line. And on one 
side is total success and thl· other 
side is total destruction. 
"The whole point is to be like the 
moth approaching the candle flame, 
get as close to death as you can 
possibly get, whether it is meta-
phoric or real, it doesn't matter to 
me," he said. "Sport is art because it 
is a human artifice that allows you 
to experience your own destruc-
tion. Art is about total annihilation, 
the annihilation of the self, the self 
becomes the work. The physical 
arts allow that in intense ways." 
of goals within a IO-second span to 
put them ahead with 8:00 left on the 
clock. With 4:30 remaining in the 
same quarter, the Golden Knights 
put two quick ones past sophomore 
goalie Matt Troy. 
Both teams failed to take an in-
surmountable lead going into the 
fourth quarter. The closely con-
testedgameended with neitherteam 
ahead by more than two tallies 
throughout the game. 
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POSTPONEMENTS 
Continued from previous page 
headers washed out last weekend 
against Clarkson on Saturday and 
St. Lawrence on Sunday. The 
Bombers should feel lucky as they 
were able to make up the Sunday 
doubleheader against the Saints on 
Monday. 
The postponements hardly come 
as a suprise. A March 24 contest 
against Canisius was cancelled and 
an April game against Mansfield is 
being negotiated because of 
Mansfield's conference obligations. 
The weather has affected the 
team's ability to gain momentum. ' 
"We have been up and down," 
Head Coach George V alesente said. 
"We were trying to get some mo-
mentum going after winning five in 
a row, and then we get rained out 
for an entire weekend." 
The Bombers also need to simu-
late game conditions that can only 
be accomplished from playing on 
the diamond. 
"!The weather] is very harmful 
in two ways," Valesente said. 
"Physically, we have rarely prac-
ticed on our field. Taking ground 
balls outdoors could help us, as we 
are having some problems in this 
area." 
The weather is also a downer for 
players and coaches. 
"We put in Jong hours in the fall, 
we lift {weights) in the winier 
months and get up at 5:00 before 
the season to practice," Valesente 
said. "We wantto play games in the 
spring." 
The softball team has faced simi-
lar weather-related problems. They 
have only played seven contests 
since· the Florida trip. 
-"We've·only got in 15 games 
with seven up north,n Head Coach 
Deb Pal Iozzi said. "We usually play 
25 games; by now, the spirits can 
start to get down." 
The Bomber's have seen both the 
Kean/Montclair and Cortland/ 
Ithaca tournaments cancelled. 
These tournaments provide re-
gional competition that is valuable 
for a team bound for regional com-
petition. 
"Once we get back north, a ma-
jor concern is to get on the field and 
maintain consistency," Pallozzi 
said. "It helps keep a competitive 
edge. You can only practice so 
nruch." 
Pallozzi feels the weather has 
made this season especially diffi-
cult. 
"This ha<; been the worst in the 
eight years since I've been here," 
Pallozzi said. "We've had bad 
weather before but still got games 
in." 
Save a tree 
Please recycle this Ithacan. 
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Ithaca spHts-twinbill 
against St. Lawrence 
By Erik Schirmer 
Ithacan Staff 
Players don't usually need to find ways to 
motivate themselves when facing a team that 
has traditionally dominated them. 
The St. Lawrence Saints (6-8) stepped 
onto Freeman Field on Monday, hoping to 
snap Ithaca's eight-game winning stteak in 
the series. 
The Bombers had also amassed a 55-15-1 
all-time advantage over the Saints. 
St. Lawrence responded in the first game 
of the scheduled doubleheader, as Dale 
Dening tossed a complete game four-hitter to 
pace the Saints to a 4-2 victory. 
Dening kept a no-hitter alive until firsl-
yearoutfielder Mike O'Donovan singled with 
two outs in the sixth. 
Sophomore righthander Ian Stringer re-
ceived no support from his Ithaca teammates, 
allowing only fourunearned runs while strik-
ing out eight in six frames. First-year righty 
Gregg Pidgeon threw a perfect seventh for 
the Bombers. The loss dropped Stringer lo 2-
3. 
In the second game, Ithaca was again 
provided with an outstanding pitching effort. 
Sophomore lefthander Ben Maslona scat-
tered six hits and had five strikeouts in a 
c0mplete game effort, as the Bombers claimed 
a 5-2 win. Maslona upped his record to 2-3. 
Ithaca got on the board quickly in game 
two, establishing a 5-0 lead after two innings. 
The Bombers capitalized on the ineffective-
ness of St. Lawrence starter Greg Fenn, who 
lasted less than two innings and gave up five 
runs on five hiL'>. 
Ithaca was led offensively in game two by 
soptiomore outfielder Carl Covey, who was 
thre4-fdr-three with a double, two singles, a 
stolen base and two runs batted in. Junior 
"I'm more concerned with us 
playing to our potential than 
worrying about the regionals 
at this time." 
-George V alesente, 
head baseball coach 
first baseman Brian Maher helped the cause 
with his own double and two RBIs, and senior 
co-captain Bobby Murray added two hits. 
Ithaca Head Coach George V alesente was 
most impressed with the quality innings he 
was given by starters Stringer and Maslona. 
"Ian and Ben were both very dominating 
in the middle innings," Valesente said. 
"I was very pleased with Ben's perfor-
mance and I thought Ian deserved better." 
The split ran the Bombers• record to I 0-9. 
With Ithaca more than halfway through its 
35-game schedule, postseason play and the 
NCAA New York Regional Playoffs are loom-
ing. 
Valesente estimates his team will need 20 
wins to qualify for the playoffs, yet he chooses 
not to focus on them at the moment. 
"I'm more concerned with us playing to 
our potential than worrying about the regionals 
at this time," Valesente said. "I'd like to see 
us starting to play with more confidence, and 
the rest will take care of itself." 
Miserable weather postponed 
Wednesday's game against rival SUNY 
Cortland to Friday. The Red Dragons won the 
first game of the yearly series with the Bomb-
ers on March 26 by the score of7-3. 
Cortland has since run its record to an 
impressive mark of 16-3. The Red Dragons 
appear to be in good shape as the regionals 
approach. Ithaca was eliminated by Cortland 
in last year's playoffs, 5-3. 
Running t-o the last mile 
By ,-.att"Y-ale 
lthat:an Sports Editor 
For one Bomber, 26 miles was the dis-
tance to reach. 
Junior cross country runner Emily, Scarlet 
competed in Monday's Boston Marathon. 
Joining the 38;000 runners participating in 
the Centennial event,· Scarlet finished the 
race with an official time of 4:29:26. 
Scarlet ran the marathon for her first ti me, 
after having served as a volunteer for the last 
IO years. . 
. Her father Jonathan was the head of the 
medical tent while her mother ran the bus 
suite that picked up injured runners. 
"I wanted to run the marathon because of 
the long distance," Scarlet said." It is a great 
achievement." 
The training regimen required to run a 
marathon is not an easy feat. 
Scarlet explained that she did only one 
three hour run and hours of indoor biking 
because of the poor weather. She averaged 
about 30 miles per week and once completed 
a 54-mile week. · 
"I did not do many speed workouts; I 
usually just ran long.distances," Scarlet said. 
Heart Break Hill, at mile 19 of the course, 
causes an obstacle for many marathoners. 
But Scarlet said it did not prove to be as 
grueling as she had anticipated. 
"Trnining in Ithaca helps because Heart 
Break is a little more gradual," Scarlet said. 
"The hill is bad, until you see the hills in 
Ithaca." 
For Scarlet, competing in the Boston Mara-
thon provided many memories. 
"There was 1.9 million spectators," Scar-
let said. 
"They were great. It was like a party along 
the route. There was a man that ran the race 
backwards and several that wore masks.." 
Though tired and sore, Scarlet returned via 
airplane on Tuesday morning. · 
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Bombers push ah-ead · 
despite bad conditions 
'ey ~r~~n Gunning 
Ithacan Staff 
Sometimes you have to know when to 
stop. 
The meet officials and team coaches 
came to that conclusion Saturday after-
noon at the Rochester Invitational. In a 
steady rain with temperatures in the low 
40s, the Bombers' second outdoor meet 
of the year wa<; called after just nine 
events. 
MEN'S TRACK 
The decision was made following the 
men's I to-meter hurdles in which three 
athletes slipped and fell on the wet track. 
This was not the first event the weather 
affected as the triple jump and pole vault 
were cancelled due to the rain. 
Despite the awful conditions, the 
Bombers managed to place in five events 
to take fourth place overall. 
Sophomore Kevin Morrin managed to 
overcome the elements and win the 110-
meter hurdles with the fastest time of his 
career. Morrin's was the only personal 
best set during the meet for the Bombers 
as most of the other athletes chose a more 
conservative approach. The throwing 
events were particularly affected as many 
throwers chose not to use their full tech-
nique, sacrificing distance for safety. 
"It wasn't a really productive or com-
petitive meet in a lot of ways," Head 
Coach Jim Nichols said. 
"I think most of the athletes were just 
trying to survive. In a sense it was a 
frustrating situation because we were 
tliere and we wanted to get something 
done." 
The 4 X 100-meter relay team offirst-
year sprinter Mike Henderson, sopho-
more Mark Bowles and seniors Scott 
Rowe and Doug Delaney did accomplish 
something. They finished second with a 
time of 44.64 seconds. Even with the 
high finish, Ithaca's quartet didn't post 
spectacular times. · 
Staying inside to warm up and keep 
dry, the Bombers didn't reach the start-
ing line until just moments before the 
starting gun. 
"All seven lanes of the track were 
under about an inch of water, and when it 
got cold it was hard to keep your mind on 
what you were doing," Rowe said. 
Other Ithaca athletes who tallied points 
were junior Erik Listemann finishing third 
in the long jump, junior Ben Wind plac-
ing fourth in the shot put and sophomore 
Andy Weishaar garnering a third place 
win in the 3,000-meter steeplechase. 
The Bombers will compete at the Al-
bany lnvitaional this Friday and Satur-
day. 
R·ain cuts invite short 
Della Rocco qualifies for NYSWCAA in 1,500-
meter run with third-place finish at Rochester 
By Joshua Milne 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The women's track and field team knew 
it was going to be a difficult meet when they 
arrived and saw the long jump pit flooded. 
Workers were on the field pumping water out 
of the pit. 
WOMEN'S TRACK 
The constant rain made track conditions 
treacherous. 
"It affected the performances, it affected 
the conditions, but the main thing wm; be-
cause the track flooded," Head Coach Kelli 
Bert said. "I I told] the hurdlers not to hurdle 
because I thought it was dangerous for them." 
Ithaca tied for fourth at the rain-shortened 
Rochester Invitational on Saturday. To make 
a race official, the invitational must complete 
at least 10 events. After the IO events were 
competed, the officials ended the meet. 
By canceling the remainder of the events, 
the Bombers now have fewer chances to 
qualify for postseason competition. 
"It gives a lot of people the lost opportu-
nity to have a chance to qualify for states," 
Bert said. "They still should be in better 
shape in another week because they will have 
another week's worth of workouts." 
Ithaca only took one first-place finish in 
the 4 x 100-meter relay. Leading the way wa~ 
senior Heidi Crossman, junior Christianna 
Dilcer and first-year runners Lisa Good and 
Toiyeuco Wiles. Crossman and junior Mel-
issa Barley placed second and third respec-
tively in the long jump. 
Bert said the highlight of the meet was 
junior Melanie Della Rocco's I ,500-meter 
race. Placing third, Della Rocco's timequali; 
fled her in the New York State Women's 
Collegiate Athletic Association Champion-
ship at the end of the year. 
Della Rocco was surprised to find that she 
had qualified for the NYSWCAA champion-
ship. 
"I wasn't really shooting [to qualify)," 
she said. "I usually run the 800, but today I 
ran the 1,500. I knew I was capable of run-
ning faster, and I wanted to do well." 
The Bombers will compete at the Albany 
Invitational this Friday and Saturday. 
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The Ithacan / MamtaPopat 
By Jen Bellask 
Ithacan Staff 
Due to heavy rains, high winds and swift 
currents, Saturday's crew rnces were almost 
cancelled. However, the extreme weather 
conditions did not harm the men's and 
women's teams this pa,;t weekend as they 
opened the home ponion of their 1996 sched-
ule with success. 
CREW 
----------------
In facr hoth varsity teams in Saturday's 
competition against Colgate used the high 
waters of the Cayuga Inlet to post record-
breaking times. 
The women's varsity team won over 
Colgate with a time of 6:28. The previous 
Ithaca course record was 6:48. Head Coach 
Becky Robinson agreed that team·s effort 
was impressive. "I wa'S very happy with the 
women's performance against Colgate,"' she 
said. "That was the fastest winning margin we 
have had." 
previous course record of 6:04 with their 
winning tjme of 5:52. . _ 
On Sunday, the men's varsity boat de-
feated RIT by nine-tenths of a second and 
then won over Skidmore by four second<;. 
Continuing in the men's competition, the 
Bombers competed in a round-robin, defeat-
ing R.I.T. in the first race and Skicl.more in the 
third race. The junior varsity boat also gar-
nered first-place honors. 
"It was a great day," junior varsity cox-
swain Erik Lee said. "In the last 500 meters 
we took off, leaving a lot of open water." 
Sunday's weather was not as wet, but a 
cold wind and a choppy current persisted. 
The team was excited at how smooth the 
boats ran compared to other weeks. 
"All three boats were cleanerand sharper,'· 
junior lightweight coxswain Carrie Richards 
said. "It was a great weekend." 
Zach Welcker '98 (left) and Matt Kinsey '96 show their determination as t~ay row 
towards victory against R.I.T. on Sunday 
The men's team was also successful, de-
feating the Red Raiders and breaking the 
For the men, Sunday was another produc-
tive day as they defeated both R.I.T and 
Skidmore in very tight races."! am very proud 
of the way the guys raced this weekend," 
men's Head Coach Dan Robinson said. "They 
came from behind and were successful." 
Rain prevents Bombers from reaching potential victory 
By Stephanie Hoey 
Ithacan Staff 
After a bad spell of Ithaca weather, the 
women's lacrosse team has been momen-
tarily put on hold. Tuesday's game against 
St. Lawrence was cancelled due to the overly 
wet conditions on the upper Terrace field. 
This untimely weather first affected Ithaca 
last Saturday in the Bombers' game against 
formerly Division I Springfield College. 
WOMEN'S LACROSSE 
---The rule-for women's lacrosse is -ffia·t-8{) 
percent (48 minutes) of a game must be 
played i,1 order for it to count. What could 
"We played probably one of the best, scrappiest, most focused 
games that we've played all season. " 
have been one of the Bombers' greatest vic-
tories was put on hold when they were ahead 
of Springfield 17-7 as the game was called 
seven minutes shy of 80 percent of playing 
time due to the dangerous field conditions. 
Head Coach Piep van Heuven felt the 
team made an outstanding comeback after 
their previous loss to William Smith. 
"We played probably one of the best, 
-Piep van Heuven, 
women's lacrosse head coach 
scrappiest, most focused games that we've 
played all season," she said. "I was really 
pleased the way the players responded after 
the game with William Smith, which was 
disappointing." 
Senior Halyil Moses also thought the team 
made a good transition coming off of the 
William Smith game. 
"l think we we're playing amazing. The 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
weather didn't affect us at all and we really 
came together coming off the William Smith 
game," she said. 
Since Springfield College i~ not a New 
York State team, the suspended contest will 
not have a significant impact on the rest of 
Ithaca's season. 
"It was disappointing to have the game 
cancelled so close to the end but since it is not 
a New York State team it wasn't as imponant 
[to the team's record]," senior Tammy 
Phinney said. 
With any luck in change of weather the 
Bombers will continue their play when they 
face Hartwick College today. The s1.· 
Lawrence game is postponed until April 24. 
Discover beautiful Ithaca in the summertime! 
REGISTER NOW! 
Classes are offered in all five schools. 
SESSION I ................. May 28-June 28 
SESSION II ................ July 1-August 2 
GRA-DUATE MUSIC SESSION . ..... July 1-August 2 
Also a wide choice of 
Workshops, Internships, Independent Studies 
On-campus housing and meals are available. 
Whether you want to cat~h up, m_ake up, or ge~ ahead 
i., . .._ ... ~.,..~~.&.a,,a..:aa.-... -... •••• ..,.,..,.. ••• ....,. •• ~••••_.._. • ..._ ••• ~.-._.,.. • .,...._~-·---------------------------------
'- - -·- -·-·--··· ---· -------~--------
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. Marjorie Obreza 
SCOREBOARD THE WEEK AHEAD SOFTBALL 
.. Baseball (9:Bl . 
4/15 St. Lawrence def. Ithaca 
4/15 Ithaca def. St Lawrence 
4-2 Thursday, April l BJb 
5-2 3:30 Baseball vs. Mansfield 
Women's Lacrosse vs. Hartwick 
~'-0 .. Batting 
-,; 
Softball «HU 
4/12 Ithaca def. Montclair St. 5-0 
Men's Lacrosse CHU 
4/13 Ithaca def. Geneseo 13-9 
Women's Crew c2-2) 
4/13 Hhaca def. Colgate 6:28-6:47 
4/14 Skidmore def. Hhaca 7:03.8-6.58.3 
Men's Crew (4:l > 
4/13 Ithaca def. Colgate 5:52-5:55 
4/14 Hhaca def. Skidmore 6:32-6:36 
4/14 Ithaca def. RIT 6:21.6-6:22.5 
MEN'S LACROSSE 
1996 Uhaca conege Stausuca 
~ .Gf G A ~ 
Joey Hope 6 13 7 20 
Jason Pacioni 6 16 2 18 
Bob Karlson 6 9 4 13 
Todd Orlowski 6 5 1 6 
D. Pensabene 6 2 3 5 
Kris Konrad 6 3 1 4 
Chuck Belden 3 2 1 3 
Wes Rush 6 2 1 3 
Todd Wilson 5 2 1 3 
Ken Bernheim 6 2 0 2 
CAREER RUNS 
~ NAME .GAMES ~ 
1 C. Pettagrasso 144 93 
2 . · J.Hoselton 124 89 
3 J.Blum 131 83 
4 M.Kelly 96 69 
72 67 
4:00 Men"s Lacrosse vs. Cortland St. 
Edday, Aorif 19th, 
3:30 Baseball @ Cortlandt 
4:00 Track and Field 
@ Albany Invitational 
Saturday, April 20th 
10:00 Women's Crew@ Philadelphia 
Men's Crew @ Philadelphia 
Men's Ughtwelght Crew 
@ Philadelphia 
1 :00 Baseball @ Utica 
Softball vs. Brockport 
Men's Lacrosse @ Allred 
Women's Lacrosse @ Trenton 
Men's Tennis @ Rensselear 
Sunday, April 21st 
10:00 Baseball @ Hartwick 
Softball vs. Buffalo St. 
Monday, Apdl 22nd 
TBA Men's Tennis @ Alfred 
Tuesday, April 23rd 
3:00 Softball vs. RIT 
3:30 Baseball @ Oneonta 
4:00 Men"s Tennis vs. Hartwick 
Wednesday, April 24th 
TBA Women's Lacrosse 
vs. St. Lawrence 
4:00 Men's Tennis vs. RIT 
Track & Field vs. Binghamton 
7:00 Men's Lacrosse @ Hartwick 
Thursday, April 25th 
TBA Track & Field Relays 
3:30 Baseball vs. LeMoyne 
Softball vs. Cornell 
NAME All H .B8l AYs. 
M.E. H<>ffman 44 15 2 .341 
Amy McMordie 38 12 13 .316 
Nicki Swan 19 6 5 .316 
Marie Kelly 33 10 8 .303 
Cheryl Wah 37 11 8 ,297 
Tracy Welliver 41 12 8 .293 
Julie Parsons 15 4 0 .267 
Jenn Hoselton 48 11 2 .229 
Jen Blum 45 9 7 .200 
R. lafomara 15 3 0 .200 
PitchJng 
~ W:L .EBA te ,SQ 
Nicki Swan 5-5 2.63 56 39 
R. Lafomara 4-1 2.84 37 21 
BASEBALL 
Batting 
~ AB H am A.Ysk. 
Jason Deland 40 16 5 .400 
Chris Snover 54 20 11 .370 
Tom Carroll 60 21 9 .350 
A. Cuykendall 51 17 7 .333 
Carl Covey 56 18 11 .321 
M. O'Donovan 76 24 12 .316 
Brian Mahar 43 13 10 .302 
Bobby Murray 43 13 10 .276 
Pat McCormick 30 8 5 .267 
A. Deluke 10 2 1 .200 
Jason Hogan 38 7 7 .184 
Will Henderon 50 9 6 .180 
Pitching 
NAME. Yi:L .EBA le ,SQ 
Ben Maslona 2-3 3.16 42.2 29 
Ian Stringer 2-3 3.48 41.1 38 
Greg Pidgeon 1-0 3.48 10.1 3 
Justin McEnroe 3-0 3.72 19.1 11 
Bryan Gaal 0-2 3.86 7.0 5 5 Jeanine Bleau 
N~cy_ Klei~th-:- 109 .....,.....,;..6f.;,•r_;,_, _, 
Zach Bergan 
. .Chris-F.rancis. . 
2-0 
0-0 
5.40 16.2 12 
0.00 8.0 3 ~ t- ., -
•• ~1' ;:- -
Experience 
THE CLOTHESLINE 
PROJECT 
Tife SILEJVce j 
,,,,, . I 
A powerful display of T-shirts 
by survivors of violence and their friends 
M(J(erials will be. provifled for survivors to add own T--shirt 
- ~ Sponsored by·•· 
ATHLETE OF 
THE WEEK 
Mother Nature 
Mother nature has not been kind to 
.Bomber athletic teams this week as the rain 
just keeps on falling. She clobbered the 
turf, dominating all six games she appeared 
in, as her elements were far superior to 
those of the Ithaca College athletic pro-
gram. All six Ithaca College athletic 
contests on Tuesday and Wednesday were 
postponed due to her inclement offerings. 
These changes have sent everyone 
involved with Bomber athletics scrambling 
and wondering if spring sports were meant 
to be played on the South Hill in 1996. A 
seasoned veteran, Ms. Nature "hails" from 
Schuyler county and is majoring in meteo-
rology. 
WOMEN'S 
LACROSSE 
~ l.EAM 
1 Trenton Sate 
2 Williams 
3 Ursinus 
4 Tufts 
5 Trinity 
6 Connecticut 
7 Middlebury 
8 William Smith 
9 Roanke 
Amherst 
11 Goucher 
12 Hartwick 
13 Johns Hopkins 
14 Cortland 
15 Ithaca 
~ 
6-0 
6-0 
8-0 
6-0 
3-2 
8-1 
7-1 
6-2 
7-2 
5-1 
11-1 
5-2 
5-3 
8-1 
7-2 
The Campus Rape Awareness Committee, Ithaca Rape Crisis, SAVAW, Women's Circle, and Men's Circle. 
I <' 
-.,r ., 
THE BIG PICTURE 
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This week, the College community 
joined together to reflect upon the 
events of the Holocaust. Yorn 
Hashoa, Holocaust rememberance 
week, is internationally observed 
and annually sponsored at Ithaca 
College by Hillel. 
Above: Holocaust surviver 
Hannah Liebman told her story 
of great courage and suffering to 
a small crowd in Clarke Lounge 
on Wednesday night. Here she 
shares photographs of her 
family with Ithaca College 
students. 
Right: Despite the rain and 
Inclement weather, these 
members of the hhaca College 
community took part In the 
candlelight march from the East 
Tower parking lot to Muller 
Chapel In remembrance of 
Holocaust victims. 
The Ithacan / Scott McDermott 
THE ITHACAN 
The Ithacan / Joe Goss 
-t e 
' 
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The Ithacan / Robert White 
Top: Members of the School of Music perform a concert 
of remembrance In Muller Chapel Immediately following 
the candlelight procession. 
Above: Provost Thomas Longin and Rebekah Shapiro 
'98 participate In the reading of the names of Holocaust 
victims on Tuesday In tha-Gan'lpus Center. In a six-hour 
reading, many students and faculty took time to read the 
names of_those. who died. 
